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Chapter 1 examines the evolution of olfactory vomeronasal receptors (V1Rs) across 

mouse species within the Mus genus. We find evidence for distinct evolutionary 

trajectories across receptor clades and species-specific gene expansions. 

 

Chapter 2 utilizes thermal imaging to investigate scent mark signaling in male house 

mice toward variable social environments. Fight outcome and initial signal investment 

have profound and interactive effects on marking effort and the temporal dynamics of 

scent marking. 

 

Chapter 3 inspects the role of initial signaling effort in male house mice on contest 

dynamics. We demonstrate clear social costs to under-signaling, as low-marking 

competitive males engage in higher intensity fights that take longer to resolve. 

 

Chapter 4 explores how reproductive state shapes responses to social signals. We 

find that estrus and pregnant females exhibit a striking valence switch in preference 

toward novel male odors. We discover a state-modulated shift in decision-making and 

evidence for distinct processing pathways for sex and identity information. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
 

From the outset, my research interests have been interdisciplinary. I was set on 

this integrative trajectory during my first independent research project, my senior 

thesis at Reed College. For my thesis project, I investigated neuropeptide expression 

patterns underlying sexual and aggressive behaviors in cichlid fish. In the process of 

developing and carrying out this project, I realized the importance of understanding 

an organism’s behavioral ecology in order to ask strong neurobiological questions. 

Through this experience, I acquired a passion for scientific research and realized the 

type of research I wanted to perform. My goal became to implement an ecological 

lens going into my neurobiological questions, and in doing so, provide a novel 

perspective towards understanding the neural basis of behavior. To achieve this goal, 

I sought out technical and conceptual experience in both behavioral ecology and 

neuroscience. I participated in two long-term field projects that examined behavior of 

animals in their natural ecology. In Namibia, I investigated sexual coercion and 

aggression in wild desert baboons, and in California I examined the reproductive 

ecology of Black-backed Woodpeckers. I next obtained experience in a neuroscience 

laboratory, working as a research technician at OHSU under Dr. Gail Mandel’s 

mentorship. In collaboration with a postdoc, I examined the transcriptional changes in 

astrocytes that are crucial for the healthy maturation and development of neurons. 

With this diverse set of research experiences behind me, the Neurobiology and 

Behavior Department was an ideal fit. A key goal throughout my dissertation was to 

design ecologically relevant social behavior assays that are tractable in lab 

environments.  
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Abstract 

Background: Many animals rely heavily on olfaction to navigate their environment. 

Among rodents, olfaction is crucial for a wide range of social behaviors. The 

vomeronasal olfactory system in particular plays an important role in mediating social 

communication, including the detection of pheromones and recognition signals. In this 

study we examine patterns of vomeronasal type-1 receptor (V1R) evolution in the 

house mouse and related species within the genus Mus. We report the extent of gene 

repertoire turnover and conservation among species and clades, as well as the 

prevalence of positive selection on gene sequences across the V1R tree. By 

exploring the evolution of these receptors, we provide insight into the functional roles 

of receptor subtypes as well as the dynamics of gene family evolution. 

 

Results: We generated transcriptomes from the vomeronasal organs of 5 Mus 

species, and produced high quality V1R repertoires for each species. We find that 

V1R clades in the house mouse and relatives exhibit distinct evolutionary trajectories. 

We identify putative species-specific gene expansions, including a large clade D 

expansion in the house mouse. While gene gains are abundant, we detect very few 

gene losses. We describe a novel V1R clade and highlight candidate receptors for 

future study. We find evidence for distinct evolutionary processes across different 

clades, from largescale turnover to highly conserved repertoires. Patterns of positive 

selection are similarly variable, as some clades exhibit abundant positive selection 

while others display high gene sequence conservation. Based on clade-level 

evolutionary patterns, we identify receptor families that are strong candidates for 

detecting social signals and predator cues. Our results reveal clades with receptors 

detecting female reproductive status are among the most conserved across species, 
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suggesting an important role in V1R chemosensation. 

 

Conclusion: Analysis of clade-level evolution is critical for understanding species’ 

chemosensory adaptations. This study provides clear evidence that V1R clades are 

characterized by distinct evolutionary trajectories. As receptor evolution is shaped by 

ligand identity, these results provide a framework for examining the functional roles of 

receptors.  

 

Keywords: V1R, vomeronasal, pheromone, gene family, gene expansion, clade, 

Mus, house mouse 

 

Introduction 

Olfaction involves detecting and discriminating among chemicals in the environment. 

Chemical compounds can vary considerably in structure, creating a highly complex 

chemical space in which olfactory systems evolve. In most mammals, olfaction relies 

on two discrete receptor systems: main olfactory receptors (ORs) and vomeronasal 

receptors (VRs) [1-3]. ORs detect a broad range of environmental odors [4-6], while 

VRs are integral to species-specific chemical detection, including pheromone 

detection [7, 8]. In humans, ORs are the only olfactory receptors, as the vomeronasal 

system is no longer functional. In other species, VRs mediate a wide range of social 

behaviors, including sexual, aggressive, and parental behaviors [9-18]. VRs thus 

provide a unique window into the chemical basis of social behaviors and the evolution 

of pheromone detection. 

Across species, VRs exhibit striking evolutionary patterns. Whereas ORs have 

largely orthologous relationships among divergent species [19], VR evolution is 
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characterized by rapid gene turnover wherein receptors are quickly gained and lost 

over evolutionary time [20-22]. This pattern of gene birth-and-death results in lineage-

specific receptor repertoires [19]. Consequently, there are substantial differences in 

receptor sequences and repertoire size across divergent species [22-29]. For 

example, among three mammalian species (dog, opossum, and house mouse) there 

are virtually no one-to-one VR orthologs [19]. This is perhaps not surprising given the 

broad evolutionary timescale examined. However, even among two murine rodent 

species (the rat and house mouse), the majority of VRs fall into lineage-specific 

clades with very few orthologs [21, 24]. In addition to the evolutionary changes 

resulting from gene turnover, selection analyses on VRs across mouse species have 

revealed mixed results. Some studies find evidence for positive selection and lineage-

specific pseudogenization [30, 31], while another detects evidence of genetic drift and 

negative selection [32]. 

As one of the leading model organisms, further understanding the evolution of 

chemosensation in the house mouse will provide insight into how chemical stimuli 

mediate distinct behavioral and neural responses. House mice are valuable models 

for examining VRs as they have large VR repertoires and there exists a wealth of 

knowledge on their social behavior, neural activity, and genetics [14-18, 33-39]. 

Currently, very few VRs have known ligands, which presents a significant barrier to 

studying the mechanisms underlying social behavior in house mice [33, 40-42]. By 

examining the evolutionary trajectories of VRs, we may uncover evolutionary patterns 

among receptor clades, and thereby identify targets for study based on the extent of 

turnover or conservation observed.  

Vomeronasal sensory neurons express two major gene families in a cell-specific 

manner: V1Rs (type-1 VRs) and V2Rs (type-2 VRs) [4, 23]. V1Rs consist primarily of 
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single-exon genes whereas V2Rs are multi-exonic [43]. Structurally, V1Rs have a 

short N-terminal extracellular region whereas V2Rs have long and highly variable N-

terminal domains [4, 43]. We focus on V1Rs in this study due to the genetic 

tractability of their simpler gene structure for transcriptome assembly and sequence 

analysis. In functional terms, V1Rs primarily detect airborne volatiles [13-14, 43-46]. 

In house mice, V1Rs have been implicated in detecting a wide range of volatiles, 

including urinary steroid molecules that are crucial for gender discrimination and 

sexual behaviors [40, 47-51]. 

Here, we characterize patterns of 

V1R evolution among the house mouse 

and relatives. We take a molecular 

evolutionary approach and analyze V1R 

repertoires across six species within the 

genus Mus (Figure 1): M. m. 

domesticus (house mouse), M. 

spicilegus, M. macedonicus, M. spretus, 

M. caroli, and M. pahari. By examining 

the under-explored timescale of VR 

evolution among closely related species, this dataset offers new insight into the 

dynamics of VR evolution and provides a framework for understanding the selective 

pressures shaping V1R clades. Investigating the evolutionary history of V1R clades 

may in turn guide future efforts to deorphanize receptors in the house mouse, as the 

evolutionary trajectories of receptors are shaped by the ligands they detect. 

Ultimately, molecular evolutionary approaches to sensory gene repertoires seek to 

link function to evolutionary patterns [25, 26, 52-54]. For example, we can 

Figure 1. Mus species phylogeny. Includes all species 
in study [83, 84]. Rat (Rattus norvegicus) provided as 
outgroup. Species colors used throughout. 
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hypothesize that receptors detecting predator odors are highly conserved among 

mice due to shared or closely related predators among mouse species [55]. The 

present lack of resolved receptor-ligand relationships for most V1Rs precludes a 

comprehensive analysis of how patterns of gene turnover and selection regimes 

relate to ligands. The present work lays the foundation for such analyses in the future 

when more V1R ligands have been identified. In the present study, we provide 

detailed analyses of V1R clades known to detect estrus and pup cues in house mice 

[40, 42, 49].  

 

Results 

VNO sequencing, assembly & V1R recovery 

Using wild-derived inbred mouse lines, we characterize V1R repertoires for five Mus 

species of varying evolutionary distance from the house mouse (1.5-7 mya, Figure 1) 

by sequencing their VNO transcriptomes using short-read platforms. By sequencing 

both males and females from inbred mouse lines our aim was to characterize the V1R 

gene family for each species, rather than differential gene expression or within-

species variability, and subsequently compare those data to the house mouse 

reference genome. The final transcriptome assemblies for each species are of good 

quality (Table 1). We detect approximately twice the number of V1Rs than are 

currently annotated in the genomes of M. spretus, M. caroli, and M. pahari and 

provide the first M. macedonicus V1R dataset (Table 1). The number of V1Rs 

identified in M. spicilegus is in good agreement with existing genome annotations 

(Table 1). For one species (M. spretus), the short-read sequencing was performed at 

greater depth, and an additional round of long-read sequencing was done. This 

allows us to examine the effectiveness of short versus long-read sequencing for 
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assembling large and highly duplicated gene families such as V1Rs. The total 

number of assembled transcripts is greater for the M. spretus short-read dataset, as 

expected from greater sequencing depth (Table 1).  

 

Table 1. VNO transcriptome assembly statistics, V1R transcript recovery and genome 
annotations.  

Species 
Total 

Transcript
s 

Mean 
Length 

(bp) 
N50 

% 
with 
ORFf 

Total V1R 
Transcripts 

V1Rs With 
Unique 

Annotations  

V1R Genes 
Detected 

(With 
Duplicates) 

Genome 
Annotated 

V1Rs 

M. m. 
domesticusa --- --- --- --- 263 --- 208 208 

M. spicilegusb 228,809 664 1632 43 122 105 119 120 

M. macedonicus 255,395 649 1630 42 129 117 126 --- 

M. spretusc 1,181,673 688 1587 31          134 
(253) 

         108 
(146) 

          120 
(180) 85 

M. carolid 384,865 460 1919 42 131 110 126 50 

M. paharie 450,181 305 3107 45 117 93 113 45 
The mouse reference genome is shown for comparison (M. m. domesticus, top)a. Recovery estimates combining short and long-read 
datasets for M. spretus are indicated in bold. aGRCm38.p6, bGenBank accession#: QGOO00000000, cSPRET_EIJ_v1.1, 
dCAROLI_EIJ_v1.1, ePAHARI_EIJ_v1.1, fORF: open reading frame 
 

On average, 126 V1R transcripts are recovered from each species’ short-read 

assembly (Table 1). A subset are transcript variants or gene duplicates, with 

homology to the same gene in the mouse reference genome (GRCm38.p6). The 

majority of V1Rs are single-exon genes, however, a substantial number contain 

introns and express transcript variants (Table 1 & Figure 2) [38]. For a conservative 

estimate of V1R genes, only unique transcript annotations are included (Table 1). 

When putative gene duplicates are added, the number of V1R genes increases 

markedly (Table 1). Compared to the house mouse the 5 sequenced Mus species 

have smaller V1R repertoires, consistent with V1R gene expansion in the house 

mouse (Table 1). However, the addition of long-read sequencing for M. spretus 

increases the number of V1Rs genes detected, resulting in a repertoire size similar to 

the house mouse (Table 1). Therefore, whereas the M. spretus V1R repertoire is 

likely close to complete, long-read sequencing may detect additional V1Rs in M. 
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spicilegus, M. macedonicus, M. caroli and M. pahari. Importantly, our analysis of V1R 

evolution in Mus is based on (1) a well-annotated mouse reference genome, (2) a 

comprehensive M. spretus V1R dataset, and (3) >100 V1Rs for all 6 Mus species. 

Therefore, small gaps in detection across the entire V1R family should not bias the 

broad patterns of V1R evolution reported here. Furthermore, the discrepancy in 

repertoire size between the house mouse and other species appears largely 

accounted for by a putative house mouse specific gene expansion, discussed in 

further detail below. 

 

V1R evolution across Mus species 

To explore V1R evolution, we characterize which receptors share a common ancestor 

(i.e. are orthologous) by examining relationships within a V1R gene tree containing 

six Mus species (the 5 sequenced species and the house mouse reference, 

Additional File 1). A subset of receptors does not exhibit a clear orthologous 

relationship to any V1R annotated in the mouse reference genome and are classified 

as non-orthologous genes, indicating either gene loss in the house mouse lineage or 

lineage-specific expansions in other species (Figure 2). Similarly, a set of receptors 

annotated in the mouse reference genome are not detected in any other species, 

suggesting recent expansion in the house mouse lineage (Figure 2). 

We classify V1Rs into three broad categories based on their orthologous 

relationships: (1) V1Rs present only in the mouse reference genome, (2) non-

orthologous V1Rs found in species other than the house mouse, and (3) V1Rs with 

orthology across multiple species. V1Rs with orthology across multiple species are 

further categorized based on the number of species represented in each orthologous 

receptor group (orthogroup). Orthogroups with 2-3 species are classified as “low 
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orthology,” and orthogroups with 4-6 species as “high orthology” (Figure 2A). The 

majority of transcripts have some evidence for orthology (88.5%, Figure 2A). 

Furthermore, most transcripts are highly orthologous (75.1%, Figure 2A), indicating 

that missing V1Rs are unlikely to bias broad patterns identified here. Although many 

receptors are shared across species, approximately 25% of all V1R transcripts, and 

59% of all unique V1R annotations, are either low orthology, non-orthologous, or 

present only in the mouse reference genome (Figure 2A). This indicates that the 

dramatic V1R gene turnover observed among more divergent mammalian species, 

such as across tetrapods or between rodent species [19, 21, 23], is replicated within 

the genus Mus albeit on a more limited scale. We further find a little over 5% of total 

V1Rs are present in only the house mouse reference genome. Nearly all of these 

reference-only receptors are located in a single clade and are tandemly arrayed on a 

single chromosome, suggesting a potential house mouse specific expansion. 

We next examine the presence of gene duplicates and transcriptional variation 

across species (Additional File 2). A similar proportion of V1R gene duplicates are 

identified across all 5 species (10-16%, Figure 2B). The proportion of V1R transcript 

Figure 2. V1R orthology, gene duplicates, and transcript variants across Mus species. (A) The percent of unique and total 
V1Rs in each orthology category. (B) The percent of V1R transcripts that are either putative gene duplicates or transcript 
variants, for each species sequenced.  
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variants detected is also comparable across species, with the clear exception of M. 

spretus (Figure 2B). As expected, the addition of long-read (M. spretus) sequencing 

data recovers many more transcript variants than short-read sequencing datasets 

(Figure 2B). Interestingly, the same number of V1R genes expressing distinct coding 

transcript variants are detected in M. spretus as in the house mouse (43 V1R genes, 

Additional File 3: Figure S1). However, the identity of V1Rs exhibiting alternative 

spliceforms, and the clades they belong to, vary between the two species (Additional 

File 3: Figure S1). In contrast, the proportion of gene duplicates detected is similar 

between M. spretus and the other species. This indicates that, for gene families such 

as V1Rs, short-read datasets are sufficient for identifying gene duplicates.  

Our characterization of V1R repertoires across Mus species allows for a reliable 

estimate of V1R gene loss in the house mouse. We detect evidence for 10 such gene 

losses, distributed across six clades (Table 2 & Figure 3A: indicated in red text). All 

V1R genes lost in the house mouse are present in at least 3 of the 5 sequenced Mus 

species, including close relatives (Table 2). Most gene losses have corresponding 

pseudogenes in the house mouse (Table 2). It appears gene losses are relatively 

uncommon compared to the abundant gene gains, at least within the house mouse 

lineage. 

 

Novel V1R clade: clade “N” 

In addition to the house mouse gene losses observed in clades E, C, H, I and G, we 

identify a novel V1R clade (Table 2, Figure 3A). This novel clade “N” has been lost in 

the house mouse and consists of two receptor orthogroups. Both clade N receptors 

(Vmn1r248 and Vmn1r249) are expressed in at least three Mus species (Additional 
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File 3: Figure S2) and have corresponding pseudogenes in both the house mouse 

(M. m. domesticus) and the rat (Rattus norvegicus).  

 

Gene ID Clade House Mouse Pseudogene Sequenced Species Expression 

Vmn1r240 E ---                            

Vmn1r241 E Vmn1r-ps144                                

Vmn1r242 G ---                                

Vmn1r243 C Vmn1r-ps15                                

Vmn1r244 C ---                                

Vmn1r245 I Vmn1r-ps126                                      

Vmn1r246 I Vmn1r-ps132                      

Vmn1r247 H Vmn1r-ps103                      

Vmn1r248 N Vmn1r-ps139                  

Vmn1r249 N Vmn1r-ps140                      
 

 

Variable patterns of evolution across V1R clades 

Gene Turnover: Orthology, Duplication & Repertoire Size 

The maintenance or loss of gene orthologs is a major mode of chemosensory 

evolution [19, 21, 23, 27]. If different clades exhibit either high degrees of gene 

orthology or lineage-specific gene expansions, this suggests distinct evolutionary 

trajectories. Patterns of V1R gene orthology and duplication vary across clades. Four 

clades are very orthologous (E, F, J/K and L: >80% of receptors are high-orthology), 

with clade G trailing behind with more non-orthologous receptors (Figure 3A, B). 

Each of these clades has 5 or fewer gene duplicates, however, the proportion of 

Table 2. V1R gene losses in the house mouse. 

Species with receptor expression are indicated with different colors: M. spicilegus (blue), M. 
macedonicus (red), M. spretus (orange), M. caroli (green), and M. pahari (purple). 
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duplicates is variable (Figure 3C, D). Clades E, F and G have very low proportions of 

gene duplicates, while clade J/K has among the highest (Figure 3C).  

Clades C, D and H have abundant low-orthology and non-orthologous receptors 

(Figure 3B), indicating greater evolutionary lability. While most orthologous 

relationships are straightforward, some orthogroups contain multiple house mouse 

receptors, and are annotated with combination-IDs to indicate the relationship to 

multiple genes (e.g. Vmn1r25/30). These receptor groups are the result of one or 

more duplication events within the Mus lineage, and are unequally distributed across 

clades, with 76% located in clades C and D (Figure 3A). In addition, all reference-

only V1Rs are located in these same two clades (Figure 3B). Not surprisingly, clades 

Figure 3. Patterns of orthology and gene duplication across V1R clades. (A) Phylogeny of all 11 V1R clades. Scale bar 
indicates 0.7 amino acid substitution per site. Shown to the right of each clade: V1R gene losses in the house mouse (red), 
and orthogroups with multiple reference annotations (combination-IDs, black). (B) Percent of V1Rs by clade that fall into each 
orthology category: present only in the reference-only, non-orthologous, low orthology and high orthology. (C) Percentage of 
total of (sequenced) transcripts in each clade composed of gene duplicates (reference not included). The size and color of 
each circle corresponds to the calculated percentage. (D) Total number of V1R gene duplicates detected in each clade for 
each species. 
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C, D and H have the highest number of detected gene duplicates (19 or more) and 

have similarly high proportions of duplicates by clade size (Figure 3C, D). Thus, all 

three clades have evidence for substantial gene expansions, particularly clade D 

within the house mouse lineage.  

We examine V1R clade sizes across all 6 species. With the striking exception of 

clade D, the house mouse clade sizes are very similar to the 5 other species, (Figure 

4). This general pattern provides further evidence that receptor recovery is high and 

species’ repertoires are near complete. Interestingly, the M. spretus repertoire is 

largest for several clades (A/B, C, E, H and I; Figure 4), indicative of M. spretus-

specific gene expansions. 

The size ranges of two 

clades (A/B and D) are 

skewed by the house 

mouse and M. spretus 

datasets. Both species 

have much larger clade D 

repertoires than the other 4 

species, exposing this 

clade as a potential hotspot 

for recent gene duplications 

(Figure 4). On the other 

hand, the discrepancy in 

clade D repertoire size may be the result of poor receptor recovery for this clade, 

such that additional long-read sequencing may reveal comparable patterns in other 

species. An existing VR expression dataset sheds some light on this, as it finds clade 

Figure 4. V1R clade receptor repertoire sizes across Mus species. Mus 
species are indicated with different colors. 
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D receptors in house mice are more lowly expressed than other clades [38]. However, 

while the M. spretus clade D is larger than the other sequenced mouse species, it is 

still considerably smaller than the house mouse (43 fewer receptors, Figure 4). 

Therefore, despite potential low clade D receptor recovery, our data still suggest a 

large house mouse specific clade D expansion.  In contrast, there are several other 

clades which exhibit low variation in repertoire size across all species’ datasets (E, F, 

G, J/K, L, N). Furthermore, clades C and H display variation in repertoire size across 

all 6 species, providing evidence for species-specific V1R gains and losses in multiple 

lineages (Figure 4).  

 
Table 3. V1R branches under positive selection across clades.  

CLAD
E 

TERMINAL 
Branchesa 

INTERNAL 
Branchesb 

TOTAL 
Branches 

TESTED 
Branches 

% 
Branchesc 

TESTED 
Orthogroup

s 
% 

Orthogroupsd Orthogroup IDse 

A/B 3 2 5 119 4.20 11 27.27 Vmn1r45, Vmn1r47/48, Vmn1r52 

C 3 2 5 235 2.13 35 11.43 Vmn1r11, Vmn1r21, Vmn1r25/30, Vmn1r38/39 

D 5 0 5 119 4.20 13 30.77 Vmn1r60/61, Vmn1r172/173/174, Vmn1r183, 
V1rd19 

E 0 1 1 122 0.82 16 6.25 Vmn1r241 

F 2 0 2 45 4.44 5 20.00 Vmn1r235 

G 6 2 8 101 7.92 13 38.46 Vmn1r74, Vmn1r76, Vmn1r81, Vmn1r83, 
Vmn1r242 

H 3 0 3 125 2.40 15 20.00 Vmn1r205, Vmn1r206/209, Vmn1r247 

I 2 0 2 100 2.00 13 15.38 Vmn1r192, Vmn1r193 

J/K 0 1 1 57 1.79 4 25.00 Vmn1r85 

L 0 0 0 7 0.00 1 0.00 --- 

N 0 0 0 5 0.00 1 0.00 --- 

Total 24 8 32 1034 3.09 127 19.05 NA 

The total number of tested branches and orthogroups are bolded, all other data columns correspond to branches under positive 
selection (P≤0.05). All branches, including counts and percentages, are after 5% FDR correction. aTerminal branches correspond to 
genes. bInternal branches correspond to deeper branches in the orthogroup. cPercentage of total branches tested in a given clade 
under positive selection. dPercentage of the total number of orthogroups tested in a given clade with evidence for positive selection. 
eOrthogroup gene IDs that contain at least one branch under positive selection.  
 

Patterns of Positive Selection 

To further examine the selective pressures shaping V1R clade evolution, we tested 

orthogroups (with at least four orthologs and/or paralogs) for the presence of episodic 

positive selection using an adaptive branch-site random effects model based on 

dN/dS estimates [56]. A total of 127 orthogroups containing 685 V1Rs genes 
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(including putative gene duplicates) were tested across all 11 clades (Table 3). We 

find evidence for 24 V1R genes under positive selection (3.5% of genes tested), as 

well as 8 deeper branches (2.3% of deeper branches tested) under a 5% false 

discovery rate (FDR) (Table 3). There are no noticeable differences in the number of 

branches under positive selection across species (Additional File 3: Table S1), 

however, some striking differences exist across clades (Table 3). Interestingly, the 

stark patterns of gene turnover evidenced by gene orthology and duplication, do not 

always align with positive selection trends. This may be due to the fact that high gene 

turnover makes detecting positive selection more challenging. However, it may also 

suggest that different clades are experiencing distinct diversifying selective 

pressures, ranging from large-scale gene gains and losses, to small-scale receptor 

sequence divergence. The most striking example is clade G, which is very 

orthologous with extremely low rates of gene duplication (Figure 3), but 

simultaneously sports almost double the percentage of branches under positive 

selection compared to other clades (Table 3). In contrast, clade D shows pronounced 

patterns of rapid evolutionary change, with evidence for gene turnover (particularly 

gene gains in the house mouse lineage) as well as a large number of genes under 

positive selection (Table 3). Similarly, clade E demonstrates a consistent pattern of 

conservation with minimal gene turnover, and the lowest proportion of branches 

under positive selection (Table 3). 

Guided by the evolutionary patterns observed across clades, we identify and 

categorize receptors as interesting candidates for further functional work based on 

striking patterns of conservation or divergence (Additional File 3: Table S2). We 

hope this list will help guide future efforts to deorphanize V1Rs. 
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Fast-evolving clades 

Clade H 

Clade H appears to be a mouse-specific V1R expansion, as it is absent in the rat 

genome [21]. The clade is characterized by low orthology, abundant gene duplicates, 

and variable repertoire size across species (Figures 3 & 4). In contrast to the 

patterns of high gene turnover, relatively few clade H branches have evidence for 

positive selection (Table 3). A sub-region of clade H containing Vmn1r217, 219 and 

220 receptors exemplifies this pattern of low orthology, while the receptor orthogroup 

Vmn1r206/209 is representative of the abundant gene duplicates (Figure 5A). 

Intriguingly, the Vmn1r206/209 orthogroup also has evidence for positive selection, 

pointing to strong diversifying selection within this receptor group (Table 3). A striking 

exception to the evolutionary lability of clade H is the highly conserved Vmn1r197 

receptor group (Figure 5A). The general pattern of rapid species-specific gene gains 

and losses suggests clade H receptors may play an important role in detecting 

complex species-specific signals. 

 

Clade C 

Clade C is the largest V1R clade across species with the exception of the house 

mouse. Clade C also exhibits variable repertoire sizes across species, indicative of 

lineage-specific evolution (Figure 4). This inference is supported by the large 

numbers of combination-ID orthogroups, gene duplicates, non-orthologous receptors, 

and house mouse-specific gene gains (Figure 3). In contrast to the high levels of 

gene turnover, relatively few clade C branches have evidence of positive selection 

(Table 3). The phylogenetic structure of clade C comprises three sub-clades, one of 

which is quite orthologous (Figure 5B). Interestingly, the non-orthologous receptors 
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are largely clustered in one sub-clade (57%, Figure 5B), while the majority of 

receptors under positive selection are located in another (21% orthology, Figure 5B). 

Together, this suggests these subclades may be experiencing distinct forms and 

rates of receptor evolution. Two clade C receptors, Vmn1r9 and Vmn1r10, have been 

implicated in pup odor detection in house mice [42]. However, these receptors also 

respond to female odors, and may detect chemosensory components of the nest 

environment [42]. These two receptors are part of a single receptor orthogroup 

(Vmn1r9/10) that is both orthologous and highly duplicated (Figure 5B). The sister 

group Vmn1r7/8 exhibits a similar pattern of high orthology and abundant duplication 

(Figure 5B). Given the potential role of Vmn1r9/10 receptors in pup odor detection, 

and the lineage-specific evolutionary patterns observed in Vmn1r7/8 and Vmn1r9/10, 

these receptor groups are interesting candidates for future functional tests of their 

role in conspecific chemosignaling. 

 

Clade D 

Clade D exhibits a large skew in repertoire size within the house mouse (Figure 4), 

and has the most dramatic pattern of non-orthology across all V1R clades (Figure 

3B). Nearly all reference-only V1Rs (50/53: 94%) are located in clade D, providing 

further support for a large recent gene expansion in the house mouse, despite the 

potentially low receptor recovery of other species in this clade (Figure 3B). These 

receptors are similar in sequence and cluster together on chromosome 7, consistent 

with recent tandem gene duplication. While we do not find evidence for a comparably 

large expansion in the other mouse species, we recover approximately twice as many 

clade D receptors in M. spretus relative to the other four species (Figure 4). It is 

possible that similar expansions exist in the other species that are not detected here, 
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particularly given prior evidence that clade D receptors are lowly expressed in the 

house mouse [38]. Clade D has a high proportion of non-orthologous receptors and 

gene duplicates, as well as a large percentage of orthogroups under positive 

selection (30.77% of tested orthogroups, Table 3). Given the evolutionary lability of 

clade D, there are a few receptors that stand out as highly orthologous (V1rd19, 

Vmn1r179 and Vmn1r172/173/174, Figure 5C), two of which have evidence for 

positive selection (Table 3). Clade D appears to be experiencing lineage-specific 

evolution at the scale of both gene gains and losses, as well as sequence 

divergence. 

Figure 5. Example receptor groups depicting patterns of lineage-specific evolution and conservation across 
clades. V1R annotations are abbreviated (e.g. Vmn1r137 as 137). Species transcripts annotated with the same reference 
gene have unique transcript IDs (e.g. 217.1 and 217.2). Mus species are indicated with colors and letters (M. m. 
domesticus: “m” and black; M. spicilegus: “z” and blue; M. macedonics: “x” and red; M. spretus: “s” and orange; M. caroli: 
“c” and green; M. pahari: “p” and purple). (A) Clade H: entire clade depicted, highlighting receptor groups that depict 
patterns of conservation and divergence. (B) Clade C: sub-clades shown with percentages of non-orthologous receptors. 
Vmn1r7/8 and Vmn1r9/10 are shown in detail. (C) Clade D: specific clade D receptor groups uniquely conserved across 
species. (D-E) Clade E: Specific receptor subregions of clade E. Highlighted receptors have some functional evidence 
(grey) or are deorphanized with strong evidence (red). (F) Clade J/K: entire clade depicted, highlighting specific 
deorphanized receptor groups that detect estrus cues (sulfated estrogens) in female urine. 
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Conserved clades & female conspecific detection: Clades E & F 

A subset of V1R clades are highly conserved, and thus good targets for uncovering 

receptors with conserved olfactory functions. Clades E and F are characterized by 

high orthology (Figure 3B), long internal branch lengths and short terminal branch 

lengths, suggestive of old gene duplications maintained within the Mus lineage 

(Additional File 3: Figure S3). In contrast, very few recent gene duplications are 

detected (Figure 3C, D). In addition, clade E has the lowest proportion of branches 

under positive selection of any clade (Table 3). Clade F, on the other hand, has a 

single receptor (Vmn1r235) with evidence for positive selection in two species (Table 

3, Additional File 3: Table S1). A subset of 5 clade E receptors is important for the 

detection of female-specific urine odors in house mice (Vmn1r68, Vmn1r69, 

Vmn1r71, Vmn1r184, Vmn1r185) [40]. Two clade E sub-regions containing these 

same 5 receptor groups are shown in Figure 5D, E; those with the strongest support 

for female odor detection are highlighted in red (Vmn1r69 and Vmn1r185) [40]. 

Vmn1r68 and Vmn1r69 are sister to each other in the gene tree and are highly 

orthologous, however, Vmn1r69 has no orthologs detected among the more basal 

species (M. caroli and M. pahari; Figure 5D). It is plausible that Vmn1r69 is the result 

of a gene duplication event preceding the divergence of the four more derived 

species (Figure 5D), providing enhanced specificity or sensitivity toward female-

specific urine odors. The second clade E sub-region contains receptors: Vmn1r184, 

Vmn1r185, and Vmn1r71. Vmn1r184 and Vmn1r185 are sister receptor groups, in 

which Vmn1r185 is highly orthologous and Vmn1r184 appears to be the result of a 

recent duplication event (Figure 5E). Interestingly, Vmn1r184 is detected in only the 

house mouse and M. spicilegus (Figure 5E). Furthermore, M. spicilegus has 

evidence for a species-specific Vmn1r184 duplicate, and has an absence of 
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Vmn1r185 expression (Figure 5E). The distinct expression pattern of Vmn1r184 in M. 

spicilegus is noteworthy given this species’ unique social structure, which includes 

cooperative behaviors and social monogamy [57]. In comparison, Vmn1r71 is highly 

orthologous (Figure 5E), but displays remarkable transcriptional variability, most of 

which is located at either the C-terminus or N-terminus regions of the protein 

(Additional File 3: Figure S3). Broadly, clades E and F display patterns of 

conservation, with some evidence of positive selection in clade F, and potential 

lineage-specific gains in clade E among receptors involved in detecting female cues. 

 

Clade J/K evolution & the detection of estrus cues 

Clade J/K is a small clade of only 4 receptor groups that is highly orthologous and 

boasts one of the highest proportions of gene duplicates (Figure 3). This clade thus 

encompasses a unique mixture of conservation and expansion, in which there is very 

little gene loss but gene gains are abundant (Figures 3 & 5F). Clade J/K is also the 

only clade for which half of the receptors have known ligands [40, 49]. In the house 

mouse, two of the four J/K receptors have been shown to detect estrus cues (i.e. 

sulfated estrogens) in female urine [40, 49]. Given the unique features of this clade, 

we examined in greater detail the amino acid changes across species within the two 

deorphanized receptors (Vmn1r85 and Vmn1r89). The Vmn1r89 receptor group has 

evidence for short and long transcript types across Mus species (Additional File 3: 

Figure S4). Many species have only one form detected. However, the house mouse 

and M. spretus express both forms as transcript variants, while M. pahari appears to 

have distinct genes generating these two forms (Additional File 3: Figure S4). The 

widespread detection of both transcript types suggests they may facilitate the 

detection of distinct ligand (i.e. sulfated estrogen) features. This is particularly 
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compelling given that in the house mouse, Vmn1r89-expressing VSNs detect multiple 

sulfated estrogen molecules and are more broadly tuned than Vmn1r85-expressing 

VSNs [40]. In comparison, the Vmn1r85 receptor group is highly conserved among 

the 3 Mus species most closely related to the house mouse (Figure 5F), with the 

majority of substitutions concentrated in M. caroli and M. pahari (Additional File 3: 

Figure S5). For both Vmn1r85 and Vmn1r89, the highest proportion of amino acid 

site changes detected across species occurs in extracellular regions (Additional File 

3: Figure S6). The trend towards greater extracellular substitutions is consistent with 

a prior analysis of molecular evolution in 22 V1Rs, demonstrating that most sites with 

evidence for positive selection are located in extracellular motifs [30]. Moreover, 

positive selection is detected in Vmn1r85 (Table 3) at an internal branch containing 

the house mouse and close relatives (M. spicilegus, M. macedonicus and M. spretus, 

Additional File 3: Table S1). 

 

Discussion 

V1R clades are characterized by distinct evolutionary trajectories 

The complexity of the chemical environment presents unique evolutionary challenges. 

In addition to detecting a vast range of chemical stimuli, olfactory systems must 

flexibly adapt to novel environments and social contexts. One of the primary 

mechanisms of chemoreceptor evolution is through gene birth-and-death, mediated 

by duplication events and pseudogenization [21, 23, 27]. Across divergent 

mammalian species, VRs have been shown to be fast-evolving with high gene 

turnover and lineage-specific clades, compared to the more conserved and largely 

orthologous ORs [19]. This has led to the hypothesis that ORs are broadly-tuned 

generalists, and VRs are more narrowly-tuned specialists [19]. Furthermore, olfactory 
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specialization is hypothesized to occur through selection on distinct receptor 

subfamilies [23]. In this manner, receptor families may expand or contract in a 

lineage-specific fashion, and receptors in each family may become more diverse or 

conserved. Here, we identify distinct patterns of evolution among Mus V1R clades, 

consistent with a model of subfamily-specific selection. Some V1R clades have 

evidence of high gene turnover, while others are highly orthologous across species. 

We similarly detect variable patterns of positive selection across clades. Thus, the 

evolutionary patterns of gene turnover and positive selection are not always 

coincident, suggesting different evolutionary forces may act on clades in a distinct 

fashion. Furthermore, the evolutionary trajectories of clades could be driven by 

genomic processes such as variation in recombination rates across the genome. 

Future work examining V1R evolution in relation to additional features of the genome 

will be informative. Prior research has generated controversy over what evolutionary 

forces mediate V1R evolution. Some studies detect evidence of positive selection and 

lineage-specific pseudogenization, while another study finds evidence for genetic drift 

and negative selection [30-32]. Our data suggest that these seemingly contradictory 

results are not mutually exclusive. Depending on the subfamily of receptors 

examined, one could detect very different evolutionary patterns. This creates a 

functional framework in which to examine subsets of V1Rs, as receptor evolution is 

sculpted by the identity of their ligands. 

 

V1R gene gains and losses 

Our results support the gene birth-and-death model of V1R evolution, exemplified by 

the variable patterns of orthology, gene duplicates, and sequence diversity observed 

across clades. However, while gene gains appear abundant across Mus species, 
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clear evidence of gene losses are infrequent. A reliable estimate of V1R gene loss is 

restricted to the house mouse, due to constraints of V1R recovery among the other 

Mus species sequenced. Nevertheless, across all V1R clades only 10 gene losses 

are detected in the house mouse. We also identify a novel clade of two receptor 

groups, which appears to have undergone pseudogenization in house mice and in 

rats. This stands in contrast to a previous study examining the microevolution of V1Rs 

among Mus musculus subspecies, which detected a high frequency of null alleles 

[32]. On the other hand, functional gene duplicates appear plentiful. The most striking 

example is in the house mouse, in which clade D appears to have undergone a large 

species-specific gene expansion. As house mice successfully inhabit both 

commensal and non-commensal environments, it is tempting to posit that the clade D 

expansion may reflect a chemosensory adaptation to accommodate their expanded 

chemical environment [58, 59]. Commensal behavior would have originated (at the 

earliest) in conjunction with agriculture and permanent human settlements roughly 

10,000 years ago. Thus, gene expansions likely predate commensal behavior and 

could plausibly facilitate the invasion of novel niches rather than an adaptation to it 

[68].  Overall, the abundant gene gains suggest that in the Mus genus, or at the very 

least within Mus musculus subspecies, expansion of the V1R family is ongoing.  

 

Patterns of receptor evolution and function 

Only a handful of V1Rs have known ligands. However, it has become increasingly 

clear that a critical function of the VNO involves detecting heterospecific odors, such 

as predator cues [49, 55, 60, 61]. V1Rs tuned to detecting broad classes of predator 

cues (e.g. birds of prey, snakes or mammals) may be conserved across mouse 

species. In particular, clade F has been implicated in detecting mammalian predator 
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cues [49]. The broad-scale patterns of conservation observed in clade F are 

consistent with the maintenance of a similar key function, such as the detection of 

predator odor cues with shared ligands [55]. Given the possible role of clade F in 

predator detection, further investigation of the sole receptor group (Vmn1r235) with 

evidence of positive selection warrants further investigation. 

Chemical signaling is critical to social and reproductive interactions across a wide 

variety of mammalian species, including mice. One of the best described olfactory 

communication systems exists in house mouse urine scent marks [62]. House mice 

secrete proteins in their urine (major urinary proteins, MUPs) that facilitate 

pheromonal communication and individual recognition [17, 63-68]. MUPs act as 

transport vessels for the slow-release of volatile compounds detected by V1Rs [8, 51, 

63, 67]. As these protein ligands vary considerably across Mus species, their 

corresponding volatiles likely shift as well [63, 67]. As a result, clades such as C, D 

and H, exhibiting highly species-specific evolution may be good targets for the 

detection of social cues. 

Mounting evidence suggests that V1Rs are crucial for detecting sex-specific cues 

and the physiological status of conspecifics [40, 48, 49, 69]. A subset of clade E 

receptors respond to female-specific urine ligands, as such, clade E conservation 

may be tied to detecting conspecific sex cues [40]. Clade D has also been implicated 

in detecting female odors [49]. However, the activation of clade D is quite specific to 

Vmn1r167 [49]. Interestingly, Vmn1r167 contains one of the largest species-specific 

(M. spicilegus) gene duplications, and is only detected in M. spicilegus and the house 

mouse. Vmn1r167 may thus play an important derived role in female odor detection. 

Previous work demonstrates that V1Rs are strongly activated by sulfated steroids, 

and up to 80% of ligands detected in female urine may be sulfated steroids [48]. 
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Clade J/K has been shown to play an important role in detecting sulfated estrogen 

molecules [40]. As such, the pattern of conserved orthology in clade J/K may reflect a 

crucial role for these receptors in discerning information about the internal state of 

conspecifics, particularly female reproductive state. Furthermore, the proportionally 

high levels of positive selection and gene duplication suggests lineage-specific 

evolution is occurring, though maintaining receptor functionality is important. 

 

Conclusions 

Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of the vomeronasal system reveals 

important properties of chemosensory evolution, as well as the functional roles of 

different receptors. In generating near-complete V1R repertoires for 5 Mus species, 

we find evidence for previously described patterns of high gene turnover observed 

among divergent species. However, by examining the evolutionary relationships of 

V1Rs across the Mus genus, we find that distinct receptor lineages have experienced 

different evolutionary trajectories both at the level of gene gains and losses as well as 

sequence divergence. Thus, clade-level evolution is critical to understanding the 

chemosensory adaptions of species to their diverse chemical environments. 

Furthermore, the evolutionary patterns of V1Rs observed supports the proposition 

that the detection of physiological status and female-specific cues may be an 

important role of V1R chemosensation [40, 48, 49, 69]. Ultimately, these results 

provide a key foundation for future functional studies of V1Rs. 
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Methods 

Animal strains and tissues  

All mice sequenced in this study are from wild-derived inbred lines. Mouse strains for 

M. caroli (CAR: RBRC00823) and M. spicilegus (ZBN/Ms: RBRC00661) were 

obtained from RIKEN BioResource Center (Japan). M. pahari (PAH/EiJ) was obtained 

from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All strains were maintained in an 

Animal Care facility at Cornell University with a 14:10 shifted light:dark cycle, and 

provided food and water ad libitum. Experimental protocols were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC: Protocol #2015-0060), and 

were in compliance with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Animals. All experimental 

mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, and the VNOs subsequently dissected. 

VNOs (stored in RNALater) for M. macedonicus (XBS) and M. spretus (SFM) were 

obtained from the Campbell Lab at Oklahoma State University (OSU). Mice at OSU 

were maintained on a 12:12 light:dark cycle and provided with food and water ad 

libitum. Live animal work at OSU was approved by the IACUC under protocol # AS-1-

41. 

 

Illumina RNA library preparation & sequencing 

VNO epithelia were dissected from at least one male and one female from each 

inbred wild-derived species line and subsequently pooled to obtain V1R repertoires 

unbiased to a particular sex, except for the HiSeq dataset (ZRU: 2 males, 2 females; 

XBS: 1 male, 1 female; CAR: 2 males, 2 females; PAH 1 male, 1 female; SFM short-

read HiSeq: 0 males, 15 females; SFM long-read Isoseq: 1 male, 1 female). Variation 

in the number of individuals samples per species was due to sample and data 

availability as well as dissection quality. This negligibly impacts our results as we are 
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examining V1R repertoires not expression levels. Total RNA was extracted from VNO 

tissues using the Qiagen RNeasy kit, and subsequently quantified using QuBit 

Fluorometric Quantitation. RNA sequencing libraries were generated using the 

NEBNext Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB #E7530). NEBNext Poly(A) 

mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module (NEB #E7490) was used for RNA Isolation. 

Sequences were indexed using the NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (Dual Index 

Primers Set 1, NEB #E7600). A series of sequencing runs were performed on 

Illumina and Pacific Biosciences platforms. The VNO libraries for strains ZRU, XBS 

and CAR were sequenced as 300 bp paired-end reads on Illumina MiSeq platform 

through the Biotechnology Resource Center (Institute of Biotechnology) at Cornell 

University. Additional VNO RNA libraries for strains ZRU, XBS, CAR and PAH were 

sequenced as 150 bp paired-end reads on Illumina NextSeq 500 platform through the 

Biotechnology Resource Center (Institute of Biotechnology) at Cornell University. A 

series of 15 SFM female VNO samples were sequenced as 125 bp paired-end reads 

on Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform at Novogene (Sacramento, CA). Pacific Biosciences 

(PacBio) Isoseq libraries were also generated and sequenced from pooled SFM male 

and female VNOs. This additional long-read dataset ensured the M. spretus (SFM) 

species-wide V1R repertoire was captured, and allowed for insight into the 

effectiveness of short and long-read datasets for V1R detection. 

 

Transcript processing and assembly 

FastQC reports were generated for each sample to ensure sequencing quality [70]. 

Trimmomatic was used to clean the raw reads [71]. The trimmed read files were 

concatenated for each species across the different Illumina sequencing runs. 

rnaSPAdes was used to generate de novo transcriptome assemblies for each 
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species’ concatenated RNA sequencing dataset [72]. Transrate and rnaQUAST were 

used for assembly quality assessment [73, 74]. Other assemblers were tested (e.g. 

Trinity), however rnaSPAdes consistently assembled longer reads and more VRs 

were recovered from these assemblies. 

 

Isoseq library preparation and consensus assemblies 

Pacific Biosciences Isoseq was used to generate long-read sequences for the VNO 

from Mus spretus at the Arizona Genome Institute. We sequenced 4 different library 

sizes 0.8-1.6kb (x3 smartcells), 1.3-2.6kb (x2 smartcells), 2.2-3.7kb (x2 smartcells) 

and >3.0 kb (x2 smartcells) generating a total of 19GB of raw data. These data were 

run through the PacBio smrtpipe version 2.3 by the Arizona Genome Institute, 

generating polished high consensus sequences, which we analyzed further for V1R 

genes. 

 

Identification of V1R sequences 

The Ensembl reference annotation (version 94) of the mouse reference genome 

(GRCm38.p6) was used to download all known sequences for V1Rs. These 

reference sequences were used in a series homology-based searches (blastn, blastx 

and tblastn) to identify putative V1Rs in the RNA transcript assemblies for each 

mouse species. GetORF [75] was then used to identify open reading frames (ORFs) 

among the putative V1R dataset, using a well-defined V1R gene model [38]. Dedupe 

was used to remove exact duplicate DNA sequences and containment DNA 

sequences within this refined ORF dataset. DNA sequences were translated into 

corresponding peptide sequences using GetORF [75]. MAFFT v. 7 was used to align 

the peptide V1R sequences for each species, and sequences with less than 30% 
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identity with the entire V1R group for a given species were eliminated from further 

analysis [76]. While this pipeline was designed to identify functional V1R genes, given 

the abundance of V1R pseudogenes and the incomplete genome annotations for 

many of these species, some pseudogenes may inadvertently be included in these 

analyses. 

 

V1R annotation and identification of orthologous receptors  

Putative V1Rs were first annotated based on homology to the mouse reference 

genome. If multiple transcripts were most similar to a specific reference V1R gene 

(e.g., Vmn1r30), these transcripts were annotated with this same gene ID, and 

distinguished with unique numbers following the gene ID (e.g., Vmn1r30.1 and 

Vmn1r30.2). Some annotations based on homology and their orientation within the 

gene tree did not always perfectly match due to the effects of gene duplications and 

losses at varying points in the Mus phylogeny. As such, some V1R annotations were 

adjusted upon analysis of the phylogenetic relationships of receptor sequences within 

the maximum-likelihood gene tree. The most important criteria for determining 

orthologous receptor groups was the relative orientation of all 6 species, under the 

general rule that the receptor phylogeny should recapitulate the species phylogeny. 

Using the annotation system of the reference genome meant that some gene 

duplications with distinct reference annotations were included in the same receptor 

ortholog group. Thus, some orthologous receptor groups were annotated with 

combination-IDs (e.g. Vmn1r25/30). Furthermore, a proportion of receptors from each 

of the five sequenced non-reference species were non-orthologous in that they did 

not fall into any particular ortholog group, but were basal to multiple groups or to 

several reference genes. These non-orthologous receptors were annotated based on 
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the genes they were basal to, either as a combination-ID (e.g. Vmn1r90/168/177) or 

in the format “basalgeneID” if the number of gene IDs exceeded three (the lowest 

gene ID number was used). Thus V1R orthologs were identified using both sequence 

homology and phylogenetic relationships among receptors for all 6 species. 

Additionally, V1Rs that have evidence for gene losses in the house mouse (and 

corresponding pseudogenes) could not be annotated with the pseudogene ID, as 

often there are functional V1Rs with the same ID number. As a result, all gene losses 

in the house mouse detected in multiple sequenced mouse species are provided a 

new gene ID that does not overlap with any existing gene numbers. The annotated 

V1R coding sequences for all 5 sequenced Mus species sequenced are provided in 

Additional Files 4-8. 

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

All V1R peptide sequences for all 6 Mus species were aligned in MAFFT v. 7 

(Additional File 9) [76]. Phylogenetic relationships were inferred using RAxML v. 8 to 

generate a maximum likelihood gene trees (based on peptide sequences) with 1000 

replicates of bootstrapping (Additional File 1) [77]. Trees were visualized in FigTree 

v1.4.3 [78]. A few traditionally separated clades were combined due to a lack of clear 

clade separation when viewed across all 6 Mus species (clades: A/B and J/K) [79].  

 

Estimating gene duplicates 

The well-characterized V1R repertoire of the reference genome was used to make 

estimates about which sequenced V1R transcripts are putative transcript variants or 

gene duplications within a given ortholog group (Additional File 2). Out of all the V1R 

transcripts in the reference, 55% code for the same peptide sequence, while 9.4% 
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encode different peptides. Among the transcript variants encoding different peptides, 

sequence variation consists of either shorter sequences (i.e. only one exon is 

present) or variation at the ends of the transcript surrounding regions with gaps in 

pairwise alignments. We classified any V1R transcripts that (1) code for the same 

peptide, (2) whose variation consists of shortened coding sequences (i.e. only one 

exon is present), (3) whose variation falls at the ends of the transcript, or (4) whose 

variation falls near gaps in pairwise alignments, as putative transcript variants. 

Transcripts classified as putative gene duplicates were only those transcripts with at 

least one amino acid change central to the transcript, and not surrounded by gaps in 

pairwise alignments. This was only observed among different genes in the reference, 

never among transcript variants. Pairwise alignments were performed using EMBOSS 

Needle [80]. Due to the dynamic nature of V1R evolution and the incomplete V1R 

repertoires recovered for each species, duplications aren’t examined based on 

whether they are shared among species or are species-specific. Rather, duplications 

within ortholog groups are treated independently for each species.  

 

Positive selection analysis 

We performed selection analyses on orthogroups containing at least 4 orthologs 

and/or paralogs. To test for whether genes were under positive selection we used the 

adaptive branch-site relative effects-likelihood (aBSREL) model based on dN/dS 

estimates as implemented in the software HyPhy [56, 81]. aBSREL was run on each 

orthogroup of sufficient size to identify branches with evidence of positive selection. P 

values from each aBSREL run were corrected for multiple testing using a false-

discovery rate of 5%. After correction P values ≤0.05 were considered evidence for 

positive selection. 
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Transmembrane helix prediction and mutation analysis 

We focused on a two clade J/K receptors (Vmn1r85 and Vmn1r89) for a more 

detailed examination of the amino acid changes across species, as clade J/K is a 

small highly orthologous clade, in which 2/4 receptor groups have the most well-

supported evidence for de-orphanization [40, 49]. MAFFT v. 7 was used to align the 

orthologous receptor sequences [76]. TMHMM v. 2.0 was used to predict the 

locations of transmembrane helices [82], and which V1R protein regions are 

intracellular versus extracellular. For both Vmn1r85 and Vmn1r89 receptor groups, 

transcripts were aligned, transmembrane regions predicted, and sites with amino acid 

differences were identified across species (Figures S4 & S5). These amino acid 

differences are shown in protein schematics for each receptor (Figure S6). Four 

types of amino acid sites were characterized: (1) sites with an amino acid difference 

present in a single species, (2) sites with distinct amino acid differences in two 

different species, (3) sites with an amino acid difference shared between two to three 

species, (4) highly variable sites, in which amino acid differences suggest dynamism 

across the phylogenetic history of the genus (Figure S6). To examine Vmn1r89 

amino acid differences across species, the short transcriptional variants were 

excluded (Figure S4). 

 

List of Abbreviations 

OR: main olfactory receptor; VR: vomeronasal receptor; V1R: vomeronasal type 1 

receptor; V2R: vomeronasal type 2 receptor; VNO: vomeronasal organ; Orthogroup: 

orthologous receptor group. 
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Abstract 

Urine marking is central to mouse social behavior. Males use depletable and costly 

urine marks in intrasexual competition and mate attraction. We investigate how males 

alter signaling decisions across variable social landscapes using thermal imaging to 

capture spatiotemporal marking data. Thermal recording reveals fine-scale 

adjustments in urinary motor patterns toward competition and social odors. Males 

demonstrate striking winner-loser effects in scent mark allocation effort and timing. 

Competitive experience primes temporal features of marking and modulates 

responses to scent familiarity. Males adjust signaling effort, mark latency, and 

marking rhythm, depending on the scent identities in the environment. Winners 

increase marking effort toward unfamiliar relative to familiar male scents, consistent 

with a ‘dear enemy’ effect. Losers reduce marking effort to unfamiliar, but increase to 

familiar rival scents, consistent with a ‘nasty neighbor’ effect. In contrast to this 

dynamism, initial signal investment has stable and long-lasting effects on scent 

marking, revealing the possibility of alternative marking strategies among competitive 

males. These data show that mice flexibly update their signaling decisions in 

response to changing social landscapes. 

 

Keywords: scent mark, signal allocation, competition, winner-loser effects, dear 

enemy, nasty neighbor, familiarity, territory, decision-making, thermal recording 
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Introduction 

Animals adjust their signaling behavior in response to recent experience and social 

context. Signalers may change not only the frequency of signaling behavior, but also 

when, where, and how they signal in response to changing social and physical 

environments [1–4]. In house mice (Mus musculus domesticus), males use 

metabolically costly urine marks to mediate intrasexual competition and mate 

attraction. The abundance, spatial distribution, and chemical composition of urine 

marks contain information about a male’s competitive status and identity [5–14]. 

While urine marks convey rich social information, they are also directly depletable. 

Just as a car runs out of fuel, animals have a limited supply of urine to allocate at any 

given moment. As a result, the timing of urine deposition is likely a crucial feature of 

scent mark signaling. Here, we explore the flexibility of signal allocation decisions, 

both on a moment-to-moment timescale as well as over the course of days.  

Male social relationships are shaped by competition and familiarity with 

conspecifics in house mice [5,15–21]. Urine marking mediates some of these 

relationships by allowing assessment and recognition of individuals [6,10,11,14,22]. 

Both stimulus familiarity and aggressive contests independently have strong effects 

on male urine marking [5,6,23–25], however it remains poorly understood how the 

two interact. In many territorial species, familiar neighbors reduce aggressive 

behaviors and signaling effort toward each other known as the “dear enemy” effect 

[26–30] to lessen the costs of territorial defense [26–28,30,31]. Given the high costs 

and depletable nature of urine marks, males should dynamically modulate signal 

allocation as the landscape is updated with new social information. The present study 

aims to shed light on these decision rules by exploring how established competitive 

relationships and familiarity influence male signal allocation decisions across social 
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and scent-marked environments. The ability to keep track of experiences with specific 

individuals and respond to unfamiliar competitors is likely highly adaptive.  

We investigate how males shift their signal allocation after an aggressive contest 

in response to the presence of a familiar male competitor, as well as to the presence 

of urine scent-marks of differing male identities. The objectives of this study were to: 

(1) implement thermal recording as a method for the measuring scent marking in 

social contexts, (2) examine how competitive experience alters marking behavior, and 

(3) test the hypothesis that familiarity is important for signal allocation decisions. To 

do this, we developed a 4-day trial design in which 31 pairs of age and weight-

matched breeding male house mice of distinct wild-derived strains were paired as 

competitors and presented a series of social and scent-marked trials (Figure 1A). On 

the first day, paired males were placed in an arena separated by a mesh barrier 

(Figure 1A). Paired males could see, hear, and smell each other but were limited to 

minimal physical contact through the mesh. The mesh barrier was subsequently 

removed, and males engaged in an aggressive contest or “fight trial” (Figure 1A). 

Based on the total aggressive behaviors performed by each male, males were 

unambiguously classified as winners or losers (Figure S1 & Table S1). On the 

second day, each male was placed in an empty arena (Figure 1A). On the third day, 

males were placed back into the mesh arena with the same male competitor they 

encountered on the first day (Figure 1A). Finally, on the fourth day, each male was 

exposed to one of four urine-marked treatments. Each treatment contained aliquoted 

male urine of three possible identities (self, familiar male, or unfamiliar male) in two 

spatially distinct scent-marked zones (Figure 1A). The four treatment types span a 

range of scent mark combinations (self-self, self-familiar, self-unfamiliar, familiar-

unfamiliar), in which the familiar stimulus is the urine of a male’s paired competitor 
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and the unfamiliar stimulus is novel male urine (Figure 1A). Urine marking and space 

use data were collected for each male across urine marking assays while aggression 

was scored in the fight trials (Figure 1B-C; Figure S1). 

(Figure legend on the next page). 
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Results 

Thermal imaging reveals spatiotemporal dynamics of scent marking in real time 

To fully understand urine allocation decisions in mice, we need to measure real-time 

spatial and temporal patterns of scent mark deposition events. Mouse urine marking 

has previously been studied by capturing snapshots of marking patterns [5,11,32,33]. 

More recently, thermal recording has been used to detect the voiding of urine in non-

social contexts [34,35]. Urine leaves the body hot (close to body temperature) and 

quickly cools to below the ambient substrate temperature, providing a distinctive 

thermal signature. Here, we used thermal imaging as an unobtrusive method for 

capturing the spatial and temporal allocation of urine marks by male house mice 

across social contexts (Figure 1). Trials were performed on filter paper to present 

urine stimuli and to generate images of urine blots under UV light (Figure 1D-E). This 

allowed us to compare thermal recording with a traditional urine detection method.  

Using thermal imaging we recorded a total of 9,314 urine deposition events 

across trials, and explored the temporal distribution of these depositions. We 

observed an initial spike in urine deposition with a peak of activity at ~100s, followed 

by an exponential decline (Figure 1F). The majority (77%) of marks are deposited 

Figure 1. Experimental design and recording methods. (A) Trial design. Day 1: males were paired as competitors and 
placed into an arena separated by a mesh barrier indicated by a dashed line (Mesh 1). The mesh barrier was removed 
and males entered into an aggressive contest (Fight) concluding in winning or losing males. Day 2: each male was placed 
into an empty arena (Empty). Day 3: males were placed back into the mesh arena with the same (familiar) male 
competitor from the first trial (Mesh 2). Day 4: each male was exposed to one of 4 possible treatments of aliquoted male 
urine of 3 possible identities (self, familiar and unfamiliar) into two urine-marked zones. The 4 treatment groups: self-self, 
self-familiar male, self-unfamiliar male, familiar male-unfamiliar male. The familiar male stimulus is the urine of a male’s 
paired competitor. (B) A thermal snapshot of a Mesh trial and the regions of interest (ROIs: Wall vs. Barrier) used to score 
urine mark depositions and track space use. The dashed line indicates the mesh barrier separating the two males. The 
solid lines depict ROIs males can traverse through on their side of the barrier. Urine marks are hot (orange-pink: close to 
the body temperature) on a cool (dark blue) ambient substrate (filter paper) temperature. (C) A thermal snapshot of an 
Empty trial (Day 2) with the ROIs used for scoring (Corners vs. Center) indicated with solid lines. The same ROIs were to 
score Empty (Day 2) and Marked (Day 4) trials. An example track of the mouse’s trajectory two seconds before and after 
its current location is shown (light turquoise). (D-E) An example urine blot of an Empty trial imaged under UV light (D), and 
the processed inverted urine blot image (E: black spots: urine marks). (F) Density plot depicting the temporal distribution 
of all thermally detected urine marks across all trials. (G) The total number of urine marks detected across trials using 
thermal imaging and UV blot imaging recording methods. A linear mixed model was used to model the relationship 
between recording method and the total urine marks detected (M2: Table S1). An analysis of variance was used to test for 
the overall effect of recording method (significance code: NS p>0.05). 
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within the first 15 minutes (800s), suggesting males rapidly scent mark upon entering 

an environment (Figure 1F). Thermal imaging focuses on urine deposition, as marks 

are scored by the distinct thermal profile of urine as it is deposited. UV light imaging 

cannot distinguish between deposition and distribution events, as urine is further 

distributed by males tracking urine with their paws and tail. Alternatively, urine 

deposited in close spatial proximity to existing marks can appear as a single mark 

under UV light at the end of a trial. The number of marks detected by thermal imaging 

and UV imaging did not differ (M2: F1,430 = 0.0034, p = 0.95; Figure 1G & Table S1). 

The two detection methods are also highly correlated (Figure S2), justifying the use 

of thermal imaging to examine how temporal urine allocation varies across social 

contexts. The implementation of thermal recording in social assays opens new 

investigative avenues within social neuroscience, as well as insights into the -

neurophysiological basis of voluntary urinary control.  

 

Competitive experience and initial signal investment shape urine mark 

allocation  

Competitive social encounters can have a range of important consequences on the 

behavior and physiology of individuals. How individuals respond to contest outcomes 

is often dependent on the assessment of their resource holding potential [36–38]. 

Signals play a key role in such encounters as they can convey information about the 

competitive ability of individuals [39–41]. In house mice, the initial marking levels of 

males have been shown to contain information about their competitive ability [6]. We 

predicted that (1) higher-marking males would be more likely to win aggressive 

contests, (2) winners would increase while losers would decrease in signaling effort 

after a fight, and (3) that the temporal marking dynamics would be shaped by recent 
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social experience. We compared urine marks in the presence of a competitor before 

(Mesh 1) and after (Mesh 2) a fight (Figure 1A). Fight outcome has a strong effect on 

the total number of urine marks (M3: F1,68 = 10, p = 0.002; Table S2), and there is a 

significant interaction between fight outcome and trial number (M3: F1,60 = 12, p = 

0.001; Table S2). Before the fight (Mesh 1), the to-be winners include slightly more 

high-marking individuals than the to-be losers, however, the two groups did not differ 

significantly (M3: t1,112  = -0.69, p = 0.88; Figure 2A & Table S2). Post-fight, the total 

urine marks deposited by winners is significantly higher than losers (M3: t1,112 = -4.6, p 

= 0.0001; Figure 2A & Table S2). Similar to previous studies [5,6,23,24], this 

relationship appears driven in part by a decrease in marking among losing males 

(M3: t1,61 = 3.3, p = 0.006), though post-fight winners also trend towards being higher-

marking (Figure 2A,B & Table S2).  

We next assessed the role of initial signal investment (# Mesh 1 marks) and fight 

outcome on subsequent allocation patterns (Figure 2C). Given prior research, we 

expected some males would mark highly, lose the fight, and then suppress their 

marking [5]. Instead, we found that how much an individual marked pre-fight has a 

strong effect on the urine mark allocation post-fight (M4: F1,59 = 9.2, p = 0.004; Figure 

2C & Table S2). In other words, if you start off a low-marking individual you remain 

relatively low-marking, regardless of the fight outcome. Accordingly, both high-

marking losers and low-marking winners are observed (e.g., Pair 3 in Figure 2B). The 

pronounced winner-loser effects on urine allocation are therefore strongly modulated 

by initial signal investment. 

Losing has a notable effect not only the on number of marks, but also where 

individuals place those marks in the arena (Figure S3). In post-fight mesh trial, losers 

allocate their marks differently in space (at the wall vs. barrier) depending on whether 
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they started off as high or low-marking (Figure S3A-B), suggesting losers may alter 

signaling strategies in addition to signaling effort. Space use, on the other hand, does 

not differ (Figure S3C). All individuals spend more time in the social region of the 

arena (barrier) regardless of fight outcome (Figure S3C). Surprisingly, where males 

spend time does not correlate with where they mark (Figure S3D), indicating males 

are not simply marking where they spend time but are specifically allocating their 

urine marks.  

 

Social experience influences the temporal dynamics of scent mark allocation 

In addition to the total number of urine marks, mice may alter the relative timing of 

urine mark deposition, such that marks are more temporally clustered or more evenly 

distributed. The relative timing of urine deposition provides novel information on the 

instantaneous rates of signaling, revealing how mice choose to spend their urine 

reserves. A slow and regular mark deposition strategy is distinct from marking in rapid 

bursts. 

We inspected the distribution of urine deposition for winners and losers across 

mesh trials (Figure 2D). Pre-fight, winners and losers display an initial peak at ~100 

seconds (Figure 2D). Post-fight the effects of fight outcome are clear, with winners 

marking more and losers less (Figure 2D). The density curves, however, reveal that 

both winners and losers allocate more of their marks earlier post-fight (Figure 2D). 

The shift to mark more rapidly regardless of fight outcome suggests a general priming 

effect of social competition on the temporal allocation of urine marks. This is 

evidenced by a diminished statistical difference between the winner and loser urine 
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deposition distributions in the post-fight mesh trial compared to the pre-fight trial 

(Figure S4B). 

Figure 2. Male urine mark allocation in response to social competition across mesh trials. (A) Total urine marks 
deposited in Mesh 1 (pre-fight) and Mesh 2 (post-fight) by losers and winners. (B) Example mesh trial urine blots of three 
paired male competitors (winner and loser) pre- and post-fight. (C) Estimated marginal means of the total number of Mesh 2 
marks (log-transformed) given fight outcome (winner: red, loser: blue) and initial signal investment (# Mesh 1 marks). (D) 
Histograms (top) of the temporal distribution of urine marks deposited by winners and losers in Mesh 1 (pre-fight) and Mesh 2 
(post-fight) trials. Density plots (bottom) depict the density of urine mark deposition events over both 30-minute mesh trials, 
distinguished by fight outcome. (E) Estimated marginal means of mark latency (log-transformed) in both mesh trials given the 
fight outcome and initial signal investment (# Mesh 1 marks). (A,C,E) Linear mixed models were used to model relationships 
(M3-M5: Table S2), analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and post hoc pairwise comparisons were 
performed using the emmeans package (significance codes: NS p>0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001). Dependent variables were 
logarithmically transformed to meet assumptions for model residuals. 
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The timing of a male’s first scent mark is strongly influenced by how highly or 

lowly that male marked initially (M5: F1,59 = 37, p = 9e-08; Table S2). Similarly, trial 

order has a clear effect on the latency to mark (M5: F1,58 = 10, p = 0.002; Table S2), 

while fight outcome does not (M5: F1,57 = 0.26 p = 0.61; Table S2). The three-way 

interaction between trial order, fight outcome, and initial mark investment significantly 

effects mark latency (M5: F1,58 =12, p = 0.001; Figure 2E & Table S2). For both 

winners and losers, low-marking males are slower to mark than high-marking males, 

characterizing a low and slow pattern on the first day. Conversely, high-marking 

individuals typically mark rapidly upon entering the arena on the first day, 

representing a high and fast pattern. Across the two trials, winners mark more quickly, 

though this effect is scaled to their initial mark investment (Figure 2E). Initially high-

marking losers are slower to mark after losing, but individuals who initially marked 

infrequently speed up (Figure 2E). Therefore, the initial peak in marking activity 

observed among losers pre-fight (Figure 2D) is primarily due to high-marking males 

(Figure S4C). Together this demonstrates that complex changes in signaling 

behaviors are dependent on the initial signaling state of individuals. 

We next examined the temporal rhythm of urine marking across mesh trials, 

which revealed unanticipated patterns. The intervals between marks differ noticeably 

in the pre- and post-fight, particularly when marks are made in close sequence to 

each other (Figure 3A). Pre-fight, mark sequences have larger intervals, producing 

chains of marking events (Figure 3A & S5). Whereas post-fight the mark sequences 

are compressed into shorter intervals, creating bursts of marking events (Figure 3A). 

To examine this relationship further, we inspected the distribution of inter-mark 

intervals (IMIs) among winners and losers for both trials (Figure 3B). Pre-fight, the 

most frequent IMIs are less than 3 seconds for winners and losers, though winners 
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have a lower median mark value. (Figure 3B & S5). Post-fight, there is a clear peak 

of IMIs of less than 1 second for both winners and losers (Figure 3B). Therefore, both 

winners and losers are producing mark “chains” per-fight, and “bursts” of marks post-

fight. The overall median IMI interval is unchanged for winners but increases notably 

in losers. 

To explore this shift in temporal dynamics within urine mark sequences, we 

classified marks that occur in IMIs of less than 3 seconds as marking bouts (Figure 

S5). Bouts can thus consist of a single mark or a series of marks. We then examined 

the variation in IMIs within urine mark bouts (i.e. IMIs for bouts with 2+ marks, Figure 

3C). Trial has a strong effect on within-bout IMIs (M6: F1,428 =304, p = 2.0e-16; Table 

S3), while fight outcome does not (M6: F1,46 = 0.079, p = 0.78; Figure 3C & Table 

S3). Thus, marking events within bouts are more rapid post-fight for winners and 

losers, indicating competitive experience primes particular marking motor patterns, 

regardless of fight outcome. What is particularly striking is that the observed shift 

chain-like to burst-like mark motor patterning occurred as a result of a single 

competitive encounter. 

We further investigated whether marking bouts are composed of 1 mark, 2 marks 

or 3+ marks (Figure 3D). Pre-fight losers have more single-mark bouts and winners 

have more multi-mark bouts (Figure 3D). This relationship becomes even more stark 

post-fight. Losers decrease the overall number of marks across mesh trials, but the 

bout composition remains similar (Figure 3D). Winners, on the other hand, increase 

the number of marks and alter their bout composition to include more multi-mark 

bouts (Figure 3D). We compared the average number of marks per bout by fight 

outcome and trial (Figure 3E). Bout composition is strongly affected by fight outcome 

(M7: F1,58 = 10, p = 0.002; Figure 3E & Table S3). Post-fight, winners have a 
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significantly higher average number of marks per bout than losers (M7: t1,111 = -3.0, p 

Figure 3. Temporal dynamics of urine mark allocation across mesh trials. (A) Example event plots depicting urine 
marking of two pairs of male competitors over the course of both mesh trials for the trial duration (top) and a zoomed-in 
view of the first 200s (bottom). “Chain”-like and “burst”-like marking bout examples are highlighted in yellow (B) 
Histograms of the inter-mark intervals (IMIs) for winners and losers in both mesh trials. Median values are indicated with 
dashed lines. The range of IMIs extends to nearly the full trial length (only the first 12s is shown). The maximum values 
are reported in the top right corner. Mesh 1: 65% of all IMIs are shown (< 12s), 57% of loser IMIs and 69% of winner 
IMIs. Mesh 2: 68% of all IMIs are shown (< 12s), 51% of loser IMIs and 72% of winner IMIs. (C) Box and violin plots of 
within-bout IMIs by fight outcome and mesh trial. (D) Donut plots by fight outcome and mesh trial depicting the 
proportions of bouts composed of: 1 mark, 2 marks, or 3+ marks. Mark totals are indicated (bottom left). (E) Boxplot of 
the average number of marks per bout by fight outcome and mesh trial. (D,E) Linear mixed models were used to model 
relationships (M6-M7: Table S3), analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and post hoc pairwise 
comparisons were performed using the emmeans package (significance codes: NS p>0.05, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** 
p<0.001). Dependent variables were logarithmically transformed to meet assumptions for model residuals. 
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= 0.01; Figure 3E & Table S3). This dataset reveals striking patterns of signaling 

behavior in male house mice that would have otherwise gone undetected without the 

use of thermal imaging. 

 

Dominance and familiarity interact to shape countermarking dynamics 

Given that males dynamically adjust marking behavior in response to social 

competition, we next explored allocation decisions toward the scent marks of other 

males. We were especially interested in whether males use knowledge of a recent 

competitor’s identity in their signaling decisions, as males will competitively counter-

mark to (i.e. mark over) the urine marks of other males [11,42]. While it is well-

established that males alter marking behavior in response to fight outcome [5,6,9] 

and can finely discriminate urine identities [10,11], we have a limited understanding of 

how males implement this information in a competitive marking context. Do males 

adjust their scent marking behavior depending on their relationship to a male 

competitor? What role does familiarity play in signal allocation dynamics? We 

hypothesized that fight outcome would shape urine marking, and that familiarity would 

strongly govern signal allocation decisions.  

To address these questions, we compared two trial types within the trial series in 

which no conspecifics were present: empty arena trials and urine-marked trials 

(Figure 1A). The “Empty” trials contained no stimuli, and the “Marked” trials each 

contained two spatially distinct urine-marked zones of specific identities: their own 

urine (self: S), familiar male (FM) competitor urine, and/or unfamiliar male (UM) urine 

(Figure 4B). FM urine was collected from their paired male competitor, and UM urine 

was collected from novel adult males that had a different genotype and thus produce 

distinct major urinary protein profiles from the experimental males. We examined 
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responses to an empty arena and to the four different urine stimulus sets: S-S, S-FM, 

S-UM and FM-UM (Figure 1A) by fight outcome and initial signal investment. Trial 

type (M8: F4,76 = 5.2, p = 0.0009), fight outcome (M8: F1,83 = 27, p = 2e-06), and initial 

signal investment (M8: F1,58 = 32, p = 4e-07), all significantly affect the marking 

behavior of males (Figure 4A & Table S4). As does the two-way interaction between 

trial type and fight outcome (M8: F4,77 = 5.8, p = 0.0004; Table S4). Winners tend to 

mark more, and losers mark relatively lowly across treatment types. This pattern is 

observed in the responses to an empty arena (M8: t1,100 = -3.9, p = 0.003; Figure 4A 

& Table S4). Notably, winners and losers show opposite responses towards familiar 

versus unfamiliar urine. Treatments without unfamiliar urine (Figure 4A-B, purple: S-

S and S-FM) exhibit comparable marking responses in winners and losers (Figure 

4A). While it’s perhaps less surprising that winners and losers mark comparably lowly 

to their own urine (S-S; M8: t1,99 = -0.83, p = 1.0), it is truly striking that winners and 

losers do not differ in their response to the S-FM treatment (M8: t1,105 = -0.44, p = 1.0; 

Figure 4A & Table S4). Particularly for winners, as these males are not marking 

highly to the presence to another male’s urine in the environment. The opposite 

pattern is observed in the presence of unfamiliar urine. Winners mark significantly 

more than losers to S-UM (M8: t1,108 = -3.6, p = 0.009) and FM-UM (M8: t1,109 = -6.0, p 

< 0.0001) treatments (Figure 4A & Table S4).  

We originally anticipated that in trials with two different urine identities males 

would differentially allocate urine towards each marked corner, we did not however 

detect any differences (Figure S6A). It became clear while scoring trials that the 

space was too small to delineate corner-based stimuli, as males frequently deposit 

scent marks in sequence across multiple regions. Our results also suggest that males 

mark in response to the most ‘extreme’ social odor in the environment (Figures 4 & 
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5). As a result, we consider each urine-marked treatment (Figure 4B) as an entire 

scent environment, rather than as discrete subregions. Interestingly, while we did not 

detect spatial differences in signaling within these spatial confines, we did detect 

region-specific differences in space use (Figure S6B). Losers spend less time in the 

center ROI compared to winners (t1,230 = -3.7, p = 0.007), and spend less time in UM-

marked corners relative to empty ones (t1,199  = -3.5, p = 0.001) (Figures 1C & S6B). 

Given that we observed very similar responses in the two treatments with 

unfamiliar urine present (S-UM and FM-UM) as well as the two treatments without 

unfamiliar urine (S-S and S-FM), we collapsed these similar treatments (purple: no 

unfamiliar male, orange: familiar male) to further explore the role of familiarity and 

fight outcome on signal allocation  (Figures 4B-E). We standardized the marking 

behavior of males by calculating the difference in marks made in an empty arena 

relative to a scent-marked environment (Figure 4C). The interaction between fight 

outcome and familiarity strongly shapes marking behavior in scent-marked contexts 

(M9: F1,58 = 13, p = 0.0005; Figure 4C & Table S5). Winners increase the number of 

marks significantly more than losers in trials when unfamiliar urine is present (M9: t1,58 

= -3.0, p = 0.007), whereas winners and losers do not differ when familiar-only scent 

marks are present (M9: t1,58 = 2.0, p = 0.17; Figure 4C & Table S5).  

We therefore find an inverse response among winners and losers toward 

familiarity (Figure 4C). Winners mark highly to unfamiliar urine and lowly to familiar-

only urine (M9: t1,58 = -3.0, p = 0.01), while losers mark lowly to unfamiliar urine and 

more to familiar-only urine (M9: t1,58 = 2.2, p = 0.12; Figure 4C & Table S5). Notably, 

losers in the familiar-only treatment (t1,14 = 4.5, p = 0.0005) and winners in the 

unfamiliar treatments (t1,16 = 4.4, p = 0.0004) deviate significantly from zero, while 

their opposing treatments do not (shown in green: Figure 4C).  
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Figure 4. Urine mark allocation across scent-marked contexts. (A) Total urine marks deposited by winning and 
losing males in an empty arena and the four urine-marked treatments: self-self (S-S), self-familiar male (S-FM), self-
unfamiliar male (S-UM) and familiar male-unfamiliar male (FM-UM). All males experienced an empty arena, as well as 
one of the 4 urine-marked treatments. (B) Schematic of the urine stimulus components. Empty trials have “no 
stimulus” (gray), S-S and S-FM have “no unfamiliar male” urine present (purple), and S-UM and FM-UM trials have 
“unfamiliar male” urine present (orange). (C) The difference in total marks deposited by males in the urine-marked 
trials relative to the empty trials (log-transformed). Urine-marked treatments are grouped as “no unfamiliar male” urine 
(purple: S-S and S-FM) and “unfamiliar male” urine (orange: S-UM and FM-UM). Post hoc pairwise comparison 
significance values are indicated at the top of boxplots. One-sample t-tests (deviation from 0) significance values are 
indicated on the bottom of the boxplots (green) (D) Urine mark density plots of losing and winning males toward an 
empty arena, and to trials with no unfamiliar male urine: S-S (light purple) and S-FM (dark purple), and to trials with 
unfamiliar male urine: S-UM (light orange) and FM-UM (dark orange). (E) Estimated marginal means plot of mark 
latency in the empty trials (gray), urine-marked trials with “No Unfamiliar” male urine (purple), and “Unfamiliar” male 
urine (orange), given fight outcome and initial signal investment (# Mesh1 marks). (A,C,E) Linear mixed models were 
used to model relationships (M8-M10: Tables S4 & S5), analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and 
post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using the emmeans package (significance codes: NS p>0.05, * 
p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001). Dependent variables were logarithmically transformed to meet assumptions for model 
residuals. 
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Temporal variation in signal allocation during countermarking  

The timing of signal allocation in scent-marked environments was also examined 

(Figure 4D). In trials with no urine stimulus (Empty), winners allocate marks early in 

the trial (peak density ~100s), while losers mark less with a later peak at ~250s 

(Figure 4D). In contrast, though the distributions are statistically distinct, winners and 

losers have quite similar density curves in familiar-only trials in terms of the timing of 

the initial peak (purple: S-S and S-FM) (Figure 4D & Figure S6D). What is also 

striking, is that the distributions of the S-S and S-FM trials are completely overlapping 

for losing males (D = 0.23, p = 1.0), and only moderately different for winning males 

(D = 0.13, p = 0.04; Figure S6D). Whereas in trials with unfamiliar urine, winners and 

losers differ dramatically (D = 0.48, p = 2e-16; Figure S6D). Winners quickly deposit 

large amounts of urine, creating a large initial spike in the density curves in S-UM 

(light orange) and FM-UM (dark orange) treatments (Figure 4D). Losing males drop 

off and slow down their urine mark deposition, generating density curves with small 

and delayed peaks (Figure 4D). The temporal distribution of urine marks is therefore 

modulated by fight outcome and familiarity in scent-marked environments.  

As the temporal dynamics of scent-marks were overlapping in trials with or 

without unfamiliar male urine, we collapsed these into treatment groups (Figure 4E). 

We further modeled the effects of treatment group, fight outcome, and initial signal 

investment, on the latency to mark (Figure 4E). Mark latency is significantly predicted 

by the number of marks made in the first mesh trial, i.e. the initial investment recorded 

3 days earlier (M10: F1,57 = 10, p = 0.002; Figure 4E & Table S5). For winners and 

losers, initially low-marking individuals are slower to mark, and initially high-marking 

individuals are faster to mark (Figure 4E). This relationship is most stark among 

winners, which exhibit steep slopes across treatment groups, while losers display 
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more modest slopes (Figure 4E). The interaction between fight outcome and initial 

signal investment, however, is moderate (M10: F1,57 = 3.7, p = 0.06; Figure 4E & 

Table S5). The effect of fight outcome on mark latency is not significant (M10: F1,56 = 

1.3, p = 0.25; Figure 4E & Table S5). Treatment group on the other hand, 

significantly effects the speed of marking response (M10: F1,75 = 3.2, p = 0.048; 

Figure 4E & Table S5). Losers mark most rapidly in familiar-only trials, and winners 

mark most rapidly in trials with unfamiliar urine (Figure 4E). The intersection points of 

the linear models for winners and losers reveal additional insights. Winners transition 

to a more rapid marking response relative to losers differently across treatments 

groups depending on initial signal investment. In familiar-only trials, only the initially 

very high-marking (>85 marks) winners mark more rapidly than losers, other winners 

Figure 5. Temporal dynamics of urine signal allocation across scent-marked contexts. (A) Example event plots 
depicting urine marking in Empty and Marked trials of four losing males, each exposed to one of the four different urine-
marked treatments: self-self (S-S), self-familiar male (S-FM), self-unfamiliar male (S-UM), and familiar male-unfamiliar male 
(FM-UM). The event plot for the entire trial duration is shown on top and a zoomed-in view of the first 200s is shown below. 
(B,C,D) Urine-marked treatments are grouped as “no unfamiliar male” urine (purple: S-S and S-FM) and “unfamiliar male” 
urine (orange: S-UM and FM-UM). (B) Box and violin plots of within-bout IMIs by fight outcome and trial group: Empty, No 
Unfamiliar (S-S & S-FM), and Unfamiliar (S-UM & FM-UM). (C) Donut plots by trial group and fight outcome depicting the 
proportion of bouts composed of: 1 mark, 2 marks or 3+ marks. Mark totals are indicated in the bottom left-hand corner. (D) 
Example event plots depicting urine marking in Empty and Marked trials of four winning males, each exposed to one of the 
four different scent-marked treatments: S-S, S-FM, S-UM, FM-UM. The event plot for the entire trial duration is shown on top 
and a zoomed-in view of the first 200s is shown below. (E) Boxplot of the average number of marks per bout by fight outcome 
and trial group. (B,E) Linear mixed models were used to model relationships (M11-M12: Table S6), analyses of variance were 
used to test for overall effects, and post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using the emmeans package (significance 
codes: NS p>0.05, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001). Dependent variables were logarithmically transformed to meet 
assumptions for model residuals. 
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are slower to mark. The opposite is true in trials with unfamiliar urine, in which even 

initially low-marking (>20 marks) winners mark more rapidly than losers (Figure 4E). 

This demonstrates that initial signal investment has long-term power for predicting 

marking behavior, including the temporal allocation of urine marks.  

We next examined the timing and composition of marking bouts (Figure 5). More 

chain-like bouts are observed in no-stimulus empty trials, whereas more rapid bursts 

of urine marking are produced in scent-marked trials (Figures 5A, 5D & S6C). 

Therefore, over the 4-day trial series males mark increasingly in bursts, suggesting 

competitive experience shapes temporal features of signal allocation. To explore this 

further we looked at within-bout IMIs (Figure 5B). Both fight outcome (M11: F1,64 = 

6.2, p = 0.02) and treatment group (M11: F1,152 = 40, p = 1e-14) significantly effect 

within-bout IMIs, with a modest interaction (M11: F1,154 = 2.5, p = 0.08; Figure 5B & 

Table S6). As expected, the within-bout IMIs are significantly longer in empty arena 

trials than either scent-marked treatment groups among winners or losers (Figure 

5B). Winners, however, marked with similar rapid bursts (short IMIs) regardless of 

familiarity with the urine stimulus (Figure 5B). Conversely, losers tend to mark in 

bursts specifically during familiar-only trials (Figure 5B). This bout timing is most 

prominent in the S-FM trials (Figure 5A & S6C), which reveals losers distinctly 

allocate their urine marks based on the identity of urine marks in the environment. It is 

striking that, again, losers signal most conspicuously toward males who recently 

defeated them in a competitive contest.  

The number of marks per bout changes with social outcome and scent-mark type 

(Figure 5C). The average number of marks deposited per bout is significantly shaped 

by scent-mark familiarity (M12: F1,76 = 13, p = 1e-05) and fight outcome (M12: F1,66 = 

22, p = 2e-05), with a strong two-way interaction (M12: F1,76 = 6.3, p = 0.003; Figure 
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5E & Table S6). Fight outcome and familiarity both influence the composition of 

marking bouts (Figures 5C & 5E). In an environment empty of scent marks, winners 

allocate considerably more multi-mark bouts than losers (30% vs 5%; Figure 5C), 

and the average number of marks per bout is significantly higher among winners 

(M12: t1,105 = -3.0, p = 0.03; Figure 5E & Table S6). Interestingly, the differences in 

bout composition narrows in scent-marked trials with familiar-only urine (Figure 5C). 

In these trials, winners deposit slightly more multi-mark bouts (38%), while losers 

dramatically shift the amount of multi-mark bouts (26%; Figure 5C). The average 

number of marks per bout does not differ between winners and losers in familiar-only 

trials (M12: t1,117 = -1.0, p = 0.87; Figure 5E & Table S6). The reverse is true for trials 

with unfamiliar male urine present (Figure 5C). Here, losers produce bouts with 

similar bout compositions to the empty arena trials (Figure 5C). Winners double the 

proportion of multi-mark bouts compared to empty arena trials (60%), and many bouts 

contain at least 3 marks (46%; Figure 5C). The average number of marks per bout is 

significantly higher among winners when unfamiliar urine is present (M12: t1,117 = -5.6, 

p = <0.0001; Figure 5E & Table S6). Thus, the temporal rhythm and composition of 

urine allocation patterns change in response to the presence of different urine 

identities in the environment. 

 
 

Discussion 

Using a thermal imaging approach, we discovered context-dependent dynamic and 

static responses in urine mark allocation, latency, and rhythm, toward competition and 

variable social environments (Figures 2 & 3). Collectively, these data provide strong 

evidence that male mice remember their experiences with other individuals, and 

update their decisions based on this information. Winning or losing has strong and 
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long-lasting effects on signaling decisions (Figures 4 & 5), most prominently on total 

allocation effort and marking bout composition. As described in the literature, we find 

males quickly downregulate urine allocation after losing a competitive contest 

[5,23,24]. However, we also find that initial signal investment has stable and robust 

effects on marking behavior. In other words, where males start off influences their 

signaling decisions days later. Low-marking individuals remain relatively low-marking, 

and high-marking individuals remain relatively high-marking. The magnitude of the 

observed winner-loser effects is therefore contingent on the initial investment 

decisions of males.  

Our data demonstrate that male house mice dynamically adjust their signal 

allocation and timing depending on the social scent landscape. Prior studies have 

shown that male mice finely distinguish self from non-self urine [11,42], and that 

females recognize specific males based on their urine marks [10,22]. However, it has 

been less clear whether males use such information in territorial contexts. Here we 

find that signaling decisions are profoundly shaped by contest outcomes and 

familiarity with male competitors. Surprisingly, losers tend to increase mark allocation 

effort and display more frequent bursts of multi-mark bouts toward familiar male urine 

marks. In contrast, winners downregulate their marking efforts toward familiar urine. 

The responses toward familiar males are even more stark when compared to how 

males respond to unfamiliar male urine. A key component of our design was that a 

single standardized male urine stimulus was used across all trials as the unfamiliar 

male, so the differences in responses to the unfamiliar male must be attributed to 

shifts in mouse behavior in response to recent experiences rather than any variation 

in scents they were presented. Winners dramatically upregulate all competitive 

marking efforts and losers go scent “silent.” Under the dear enemy model, territorial 
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males should remain vigilant toward unfamiliar males, as they threaten their current 

dominance status [26–31]. In our study, winners adhere to these expectations by 

aggressively signaling toward novel male urine. Losers on the other hand are at risk 

of further aggression. By staying “silent” losers may avoid conflict with a new territorial 

contender, potentially in a “wait-and-see” strategy [43]. However, when presented 

with urine of the male that recently defeated them, losers actually upregulate marking 

efforts. This response may be a “nasty neighbor” effect, in which the threat of familiar 

territorial males exceeds that of strangers [28]. Alternatively, this increased marking 

response could be a form of subordinate marking. We thus find evidence for the dear 

enemy effect in winners and the nasty neighbor effect in losers, suggesting recent 

social experiences modulate how animals invest in territorial advertisement and 

signaling.  

Competitive experience also has strong priming effects on temporal features of 

scent marking. Mice mark more rapidly after a contest, regardless of outcome (Figure 

2). Similarly, the time between deposition events shrinks, such that marking bouts 

transition from chain-line sequences to rapid bursts. Aggressive contests likely shift 

males into a competitive state, driving changes in urinary motor patterns. Strikingly 

this occurs after just a single aggressive contest. Voluntary, involuntary, and context-

dependent urination are all mediated by neuronal subpopulations in the Barrington’s 

nucleus in the brainstem [32–34]. The fine-scale adjustments in urinary motor control 

we observe reveals additional complexity to this underlying circuitry, opening avenues 

for future research to examine how competitive interactions and social signals 

modulate motor outputs. 

We unexpectedly detected a cohort of “silent” low-marking winners, for which we 

could find no prior description of in the literature, suggesting several possible 
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hypotheses. First, the result may be driven in part by our trial design. By pairing 

evenly-matched males, we may have observed more instances of low-marking males 

winning. Furthermore, better-than-expected outcomes could give rise to slower 

response times than worse-than-expected outcomes, in which high-marking losers 

rapidly downregulate signal allocation [5,23,24]. Second, low-marking males may 

differ in some aspect of hydration physiology. Species and strains of mice vary in 

water intake and urination levels [44–46], though we observed low marking winners in 

both strains used in this study. Third, “silent” yet competitive males might represent a 

distinct signaling strategy in house mice. Given the high metabolic costs of signaling, 

it’s plausible that some males might withhold signal investment to continue investing 

in body mass or to avoid detection by other males. Male house mice therefore may 

pursue diverse signaling strategies, including the classically described “territorial 

males” that invest highly in urine marking as well as scent-silent “sneaker males” [47–

49]. While our data does not directly test this relationship, the frequency of low-

marking winners warrants further investigation. Certainly, the simple correlation 

between marking and dominance is considerably more complex than previously 

described. 

This work emphasizes the importance of examining signaling behaviors across 

variable social contexts in order to examine the decision rules underlying costly and 

complex behaviors. Furthermore, the implementation of thermal recording in social 

behavior assays has the potential to reveal important features underlying the 

neurophysiological basis of socially-modulated and voluntary urination behaviors.  
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Methods 

Experimental animals 

All experimental subjects in this study were males (n=62) from two wild-derived 

inbred strains (NY2 and NY3) of house mice (Mus musculus domesticus). The 

progenitors of these strains were captured near Saratoga Springs, NY in 2013 by 

MJS [50] and are related to the SarA/NachJ, SarB/NachJ and SarC/NachJ strains 

now available from the Jackson Lab. Wild-derived strains were used because 

naturalistic competitive behaviors are less pronounced in highly inbred and 

domesticated laboratory strains [51,52] and inbred strains tend to share identical 

urinary protein profiles [53]. Individual wild house mice have distinct blends of urinary 

proteins that are used to each other [10,54,55]. We therefore wanted to ensure that 

all interacting males smelled distinct in an ecologically relevant manner. In other 

words, that they assessed and interacted with genotypically distinct individuals. At 

weaning age (3-4 weeks) males were placed into a holding cage alone for 1-2 weeks, 

and were subsequently paired with a female to allow for sexual experience, as 

sexually naïve mice are known to exhibit different social behaviors [56]. All males 

were allowed to reach adulthood (3-5 months old by the time of experimental testing), 

and had the opportunity to produce one or more litters. All holding and breeding 

cages contained corn cob bedding, cardboard huts, and cotton nestlets. Mice were 

maintained in an Animal Care facility at Cornell University with a 14:10 shifted 

light:dark cycle (lights went out at 10 PM and on at 12 PM) and were provided food 

and water ad libitum. Mice were handled minimally and with transfer cups whenever 

possible to reduce stressful handling. All experimental protocols conducted at Cornell 

University were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
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(IACUC: Protocol #2015-0060) and were in compliance with the NIH Guide for Care 

and Use of Animals. 

 

Behavioral experiments 

One day prior to experimentation, we recorded subject male body weights to size-

match individuals as closely as possible (average weight difference: 2.4g). All males 

were in breeding cages at the time of the experiment and most successfully 

reproduced (84%) prior to start of the trial series. As house mice are nocturnal, all 

experiments were conducted in the dark during the dark cycle [57]. All 

experimentation occurred between 12 PM - 5 PM to minimize circadian variation. Trial 

series were performed in sets of between 2-5 male pairs. 

Behavioral trials consisted of a 4-day trial design, in which age and weight-

matched adult breeding males of distinct wild-derived strains (NY2 and NY3) were 

paired as competitors and presented a series of social and scent-marked trials 

(Figure 1A). We pair-matched each NY2 mouse with a NY3 mouse to ensure that no 

two paired mice were genotypically identical and that their scent marks were 

perceptibly different (unique major urinary protein profiles) [11,53–55], resulting in a 

total of 31 pairs (n=62). All inbred strains of house mice have identical major urinary 

proteins (as a result of inbreeding)[53–55]. Because major urinary proteins are used 

in recognizing individuals [10,11,42,54], we wanted to ensure paired males had 

distinct urine profiles. 

To guarantee identification of males within a pair (NY2 and NY3 strains are visibly 

indistinguishable), we ear-clipped and bleached a patch of rump fur of one male in 

each pair a week prior to experimentation. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane 

(5%). A heating pad was used to maintain a stable body temperature. Isoflurane was 
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delivered at 1-3% throughout the bleaching procedure. L’Oreal Colo Rista Bleach 

Ombre (salon bleach) was mixed as per the manufacturer’s instructions and dabbed 

onto the top layer of fur using a sterile cotton swab. Care was taken to prevent bleach 

from contacting the skin. Twenty minutes after application, sterile cotton tipped swabs 

dipped in water were used to rinse the bleach from the fur. The fur was then dabbed 

dry with paper towels. Mice were placed under a heat lamp for 5 minutes or until they 

were fully recovered from anesthesia before being transferred back to their home 

cage.  

All trials were performed in one of two trial chambers that were sound proofed and 

fitted with recording systems. For all trials large sheets of Whatman filter paper lined 

the floor of each trial to collect urine blots and to present urine stimuli. The same size 

PVC arenas were used throughout (50 cm x 50 cm), though split in half with the mesh 

barrier for the Mesh trials (Figure 1A). At the end of each trial, males were placed 

back into their breeding cages. On Day 1 of the trial series, paired males were placed 

on either side of a wire mesh barrier in an arena for 30 minutes (Mesh 1, Figure 1A). 

At the end of the 30 minutes, males were briefly removed from the arena into large 

transfer cups, the filter paper was labeled and removed, a fresh filter paper was 

placed in the arena, and the mesh barrier was removed. Males were placed back into 

the arena for a 30-minute aggressive contest (Fight, Figure 1A). On Day 2, each 

male was placed alone in an stimulus-free empty arena for 30 minutes (Empty, 

Figure 1A). On Day 3, males were placed back into the mesh arena for 30 minutes 

with the same male competitor encountered on the first day, without the subsequent 

fight trial (Mesh 2 trial, Figure 1A). On Day 4, males were placed into the arena alone 

for a 30-minute urine-marked stimulus trial, consisting of one of 4 possible treatment 

types. Each treatment included two spatially distinct urine-marked zones placed in 
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opposite corners of the arena (front right – back left vs. back right – front left). Urine-

marked corner zones contained aliquoted male urine of 3 possible identities: self, 

familiar, or unfamiliar male. Self-urine was collected from the experimental trial 

mouse; familiar male urine was from the paired male competitor of the experimental 

mouse; unfamiliar male urine was collected from novel adult males that had distinct 

urine profiles from experimental males. The urine stimuli were thawed, pooled and 

kept on ice until aliquoted for the urine-marked stimulus trial onto filter paper. Urine 

stimuli were placed on the filter paper directly before the trial start in standardized 

locations and volumes. The four treatment types span a range of scent mark 

combinations: self-self, self-familiar, self-unfamiliar, familiar-unfamiliar. Paired males 

(winner-loser pairs) received the same urine-marked stimulus treatment, with the 

exception of three pairs due to urine collection constraints. For all trials (Days 1-4) the 

first and last minute of each trial was trimmed prior to analysis. This was done to 

minimize detection of startle-based urination events caused by placement of mice into 

arenas and any jostling caused during trial set-up and take-down. The total analyzed 

trial length was thus 28 minutes. 

Trials and treatments were randomized as follows. Male trial order and arena 

chamber was pseudo-randomized each day to avoid confounds in arena location and 

marking behavior over the course of the designated trial period. The orientation within 

the Mesh 1 trials was also randomized (whether males were placed near the back or 

front of the arena) to account for variation in sound disturbances for males closer to 

the chamber door; orientations were subsequently flipped for each pair in Mesh 2. 

Urine-marked trial treatments were pseudo-randomly assigned to each male pair, to 

ensure similar numbers of male pairs were exposed to the 4 treatment types across 

sets of trials series. The orientation of urine stimuli was randomly assigned to corner 
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orientations (front right – back left vs. back right – front left). Lastly, the fur bleaching 

for male identification was performed on one mouse strain (NY2 or NY3) for each trial 

set, but the bleached strain was switched between trial sets to prevent errors within a 

trial set and to avoid bleaching only one strain across trial sets. 

 

Urine collection 

Urine was collected from each experimental male subject to present self and familiar 

male (paired competitor) urine in the urine-marked zones on the final day of the trial 

series (Figure 1A). For unfamiliar male urine, we collected from a third distinct inbred 

mouse line (C57BL/6), to again ensure that the novel male urine presented had a 

distinct urinary protein profile from experimental individuals. This was necessary in 

order to have the urine scent marks of self, familiar male and unfamiliar male be 

distinguishable as different urine identities in the environment, given that mice have 

been shown to use major urinary proteins in this capacity [10,11,42,54].  

Urine collection was performed using the single animal method: males were 

placed atop a metal grate (an upside down cage hopper) over a clear plastic bag for 

30 minutes to 1 hour [58]. Males were subsequently taken off the plastic bag and 

returned to their breeding cage. The urine droplets present on the plastic bag were 

collected and stored at -80°C until use. Urine collected from subject males was stored 

individually until the day of the urine-marked trials (Day 4: Figure 1A). For sufficient 

urine volume for the urine-marked trial treatments (Figure 1A), between 200-400uL 

was collected from each NY2 and NY3 male subject. On the day of the urine-marked 

trials, individual aliquots for a subject male were thawed on ice and pooled together. 

For unfamiliar male urine we collected a large batch of urine from over 20 adult 

breeding C57BL/6 males. Urine was stored on the day of collection at -80°C. Once a 
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sufficient volume was collected to use as stimuli across all trials, individual aliquots 

were thawed on ice, and all C57BL/6 male urine was pooled into a single volume and 

subsequently aliquoted and stored at -80°C. This was done such that the identical 

unfamiliar C57BL/6 urine stimuli were presented to males across all trials, without any 

individual-specific effects of urine odors. 

 

Recording methods 

All trials were recorded with a security camera system (iDVR-PRO CMS) at 1080p 

and 30 frames per second to visualize the high-speed aggressive encounters and to 

clearly distinguish the male identities (ear-marked and bleached fur). All trials 

(including fight trials) were recorded thermally using an infrared camera system (PI 

640; Optris Infrared Sensing). Thermal cameras were fitted with 33° x 25° lenses and 

mounted above the experimental arena chambers such that field-of-view for each 

camera covered the entire arena. The thermal detection window was set at: 61°F - 

107°F. Data frames were collected at the max speed, averaging at 3 Hz. Thermal 

video data was saved by screen-capturing live Optris video output using OBS Studio 

software. Raw temperature data was also collected in semicolon-delimited CSVs, 

providing a readout of the temperature in each pixel for each frame. 

 

Behavioral scoring and analysis 

All videos were scored using Behavioral Observation Research Interactive Software 

(BORIS) [59]. For the fight trials (Figure 1A), we scored the following aggressive 

behaviors: chasing, hitting, boxing, and wrestling bouts (Figure S1C) using the 

infrared security camera video recordings. To score urine mark deposition events 

Optris thermal video recordings were used for all trials. Urine depositions were scored 
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as a clear hot spot following the focal mouse’s trajectory that subsequently cooled 

below substrate temperature. Urine marks placed in close spatial and temporal 

proximity were considered separate deposition events if at the moment of deposition 

there was a detectable cold barrier line separating the urine marks. Fecal depositions 

could be eliminated as they are frequently cooler upon deposition event, cool much 

more slowly, have a distinct shape, and are typically moved around the arena quickly. 

In addition to scoring the timing of urine deposition events, the placement of urine 

marks was also scored. Using screen annotation software, we drew precise lines on 

the video observation corresponding to regions of interest for each thermally-

recorded trial (Figure 1B-C). In the scent-marked trials with two different urine 

identities (Figure 1A), we had anticipated males would differentially allocate urine 

towards each marked corner. We did not detect clear effects of differential allocation 

to marked corners (Figure S5A), suggesting two non-mutually exclusive possibilities: 

(1) the scent of unfamiliar males may be more important in driving allocation 

decisions and (2) the size of the arena may be too small for delineated corner-based 

allocation. While scoring the trials, it became clear that the space was likely too small, 

as males frequently walk through corners while performing a scent-mark bout that 

extends across multiple ROIs. As such, subsequently analyses focused on the 

presence of familiar and unfamiliar urine in the entire arena environment. 

 

Tracking 

Mice were tracked using the software UMATracker (Release 12) [60]. Infrared 

security camera recordings were used to track focal mouse movement, as the video 

were recorded at a higher framerate. Filters were generated using the following 

modular settings (in order): output – Closing: Kernel = 6 – Opening: Kernel = 6 – 
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Threshold: 100 – BGRToGray – input. Videos were tracked using Group Tracker 

GMM algorithm. Area51 was used to generate desired regions of interest for each 

trial (Figure 1B-C) and analyze the relative space use in each of these regions. The 

R package trajr [61] was used to quantitatively characterize the following information 

from the tracked data frames: speed, acceleration, and trajectory length. 

 

Urine blot imaging and processing 

Trials were run on Whatman filter paper substrate. Arena edges were outlined with 

pencil on the filter paper at the end of each trial. We collected all sheets of filter paper 

used in experimentation (except for the Fight trial) and photographed them under 

ultraviolet (UV) light. We used three UV bulbs to evenly distribute light on the large 

filter paper area. Images were converted to greyscale in Adobe Photoshop and the 

magentas were reduced to ~20% to observe edges of urine marks clearly. Greyscale 

images were subsequently processed in ImageJ (Fiji). We subtracted background 

pixels for a cleaner image (100 px), applied image thresholding (manually adjusted 

when necessary), and converted images to binary in order to convert to mask, fill 

holes and perform watershed algorithm. This processed image was then used to 

analyze the number of particles, with Size (pixel^2): 100-Infinity and Circularity (0-

1.00). 

 

Urine mark bout classification 

The median inter-mark interval (2.99 seconds) for all males across all trials was used 

to determine whether marks get clustered into a marking “bout” (Figure S5A). Any 

two marks that occur in sequence with an inter-mark interval less than 3 seconds are 

clustered together into a multi-mark bout, allowing us to examine within-bout 
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dynamics. Other clustering methods were attempted but were less successful at 

classifying marking bouts, when visually checked with scored videos. 

 

Statistical analyses 

We conducted all statistical analyses in R 3.6.0 (R Development Core Team 2019). 

We used linear mixed models (LMMs) and paired statistical tests to examine 

relationships between dependent and response variables. Models were fitted using 

the package lme4 [62]. The lmerTest package was used to calculate degrees of 

freedom (Satterthwaite’s method) and p-values [63]. Dependent variables were 

transformed for a subset of models to meet assumptions for model residuals after 

visually inspecting model residuals. We used a type 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

to test for overall effects of fixed factors or interactions in the models. Post hoc 

comparisons were conducted using the emmeans package [64]. R script and data 

sheets used for all statistical analyses are provided. 

 

Data availability 

Data sheets and R code used in all analyses are available on the Dryad Digital 

Repository. 
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Table S1. Linear mixed model details (M1-M2) accompanying Figures S1 & 1F.  

Table S2. Linear mixed model details (M3-M5) accompanying Figure 2.  
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Table S3. Linear mixed model details (M6-M7) accompanying Figure 3.  

Table S4. Linear mixed model details (M8) accompanying Figure 4A.  
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Table S5. Linear mixed model details (M9-M10) accompanying Figure 4C & 4E.  

Table S6. Linear mixed model details (M11-M12) accompanying Figure 5.  
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Figure S1. Male aggressive behaviors scored in contests (fight trials) between paired competitors. (A) Total 
aggressive behaviors performed by each paired male competitor. The fight outcome (the categorization of winners and 
losers) was determined by which male performed more aggressive behaviors within a pair. (B) Across all 31 pairs, winning 
males performed significantly more aggressive behaviors than losing males (t1,31= -13, p = 1e-13). Welch’s t-test was used to 
compare the total aggressive behaviors performed by the two fight outcome categories (significance code: *** p<0.001). A 
linear mixed model was also used to model this relationship, and an analysis of variance was used to test for overall effects 
(M1: F1,60= 304, p = 2e-16; Table S1). (C) Ethogram used to score aggressive behaviors. State events: chase, boxing and 
wrestling bouts. Points events: hits. All events were coded for a male subject if the individual initiated the behavior (i.e. 
wrestling bout is coded for only one participant – the initiator – of that event).  

Figure S2. Comparison of urine mark detection methods across trial types: Ultraviolet light (UV) blot imaging vs. 
thermal imaging. The two detection methods are well-correlated with each other (R > 0.8). For both Mesh trials and the 
Empty trials, UV imaging consistently detected more urine marks than thermal imaging. The Marked trials revealed the 
opposite pattern, with thermal imagining detecting more urine marks than UV imaging. This is likely due to the challenge of 
detection marks placed on top of the aliquoted urine placed in the arena at the beginning of each Marked trial. Three trials 
were excluded from this dataset due to poor urine blot quality, and one trial was excluded as an outlier. 
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Figure S3. Mesh trial spatial marking and space use. (A) Top: schematic of the mesh trials indicating the social 
“Barrier” (yellow) and non-social “Wall” regions of interest (ROIs). Below: Example mesh trial urine blots of a male pair 
(winner and loser) pre- and post-fight demonstrating the spatial allocation of urine marks at the social boundary. (B) 
Estimated marginal means plot for the total number of marks in the post-fight mesh trial (Mesh 2) given the fight outcome 
(winner: red, loser: blue),  initial signal investment (# Mesh 1 marks), and the ROI (Barrier: solid, Wall: dashed). (C) 
Difference in time (s) spent in the Barrier vs. Wall regions of interest (ROIs) across mesh trials by winning and losing 
males. Winners and losers spend more time at the social boundary (Barrier) across mesh trials. Top left corner: an 
example heat map of a male pair in a mesh trial (Mesh 1), depicting how all males spend more time at the social 
boundary (Barrier) than the non-social ROI (Wall) across mesh trials, regardless of fight outcome. (D) Comparison of the 
difference in time spent vs. the difference in total marks allocated in the ROIs (Barrier – Wall) by winners and loser 
across trials. In both mesh trials, space use and changes in urine allocation effort are not detectably correlated with each 
other among winning or losing males (R < 0.2). (B-D) Linear mixed models were used to model relationships, analyses of 
variance were used to test for overall effects (see Data Availability for code) and post hoc pairwise comparisons were 
performed using the emmeans package (significance code: NS p>0.05). 

Figure S4. Comparisons of temporal distributions of urine mark deposition. (A) Males were 
separated into two groups (high and low-marking) based on whether the number of marks deposited 
pre-fight (Mesh 1) fell about or below the median number of marks (19: dashed line). Histogram of the 
distribution of total urine marks deposited by all males competitors in the Mesh 1 (pre-fight). This 
categorization was used to examine differences in mark distribution across low and high-marking losers 
(C-D). (B) Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample statistical tests comparing the distributions of scent 
marking across the trial duration depicted in Figure 2D. (C-D) Density plots depicting urine deposition 
events over the two 30-minute mesh trials (Mesh 1: top, Mesh 2: bottom) for losing males that were 
either initially high-marking (yellow) or low-marking (orange). During the first mesh trial high marking 
losers are contributing most to the early peak ~150s, while low-marking losers don’t peak in marking 
activity until ~1000s. This dramatic difference diminishes by the second mesh trial. 
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Figure S5. Timing of urine deposition events in mesh trials. (A) Histogram of the inter-mark intervals (IMIs) for 
all males across all trials. The median value is indicated with a dashed line (2.99 seconds). The range of IMIs 
extends to nearly the full trial length (only the first 50s is shown), The maximum values are reported in the bottom 
right corner. The median IMI value was used to define a marking “bout.” Such that any two marks that occur in 
sequence with an IMI < 3 seconds are grouped together into a multi-mark bout. (B) Event plots depicting the urine 
marking of all male competitors over the course of both mesh trials (Mesh 1=left, Mesh 2 = right) for the entire trial 
duration (1800 seconds). Pair IDs are indicated on the left-hand axis. Losers depicted on top in blue, and winners 
on the bottom in red. (C) Event plots depicted for a zoomed-in view of the first 200 seconds of the trials for all 
individuals. Example “chain”-like bouts are outlined in the Mesh 1 panel, and example “burst”-like marking bouts 
are highlighted in the Mesh 2 panel (yellow boxes).  
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Figure S6. Urine deposition in scent-marked trials. (A) Total number of marks deposited by winners and losers in 
scent-marked trials to specific ROIs: scent-marked corners (containing self, familiar, or unfamiliar male urine), empty 
corners, or the center of the arena (significance codes: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01). (B) The percent of time spent in specific 
urine-marked trial ROIs by winners and losers, normalized to the total area of each ROI (to account for the center being 
larger). Winners and losers spend significantly less time in the center ROI than all corner ROIs (Self, Familiar, Unfamiliar 
or Empty; *** p<0.001). Losers spend significantly less time in the center ROI than winners (✧ p<0.01). Losers spend 
significantly less time in corners with unfamiliar urine relative to empty ones (✻ p<0.05). (A,B) Linear mixed models were 
used to model relationships, analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and post hoc pairwise comparisons 
were performed using the emmeans package (see Data Availability for code) (C) Event plots depicting the urine marking 
of winning and losing males to the empty trials and the urine-marked trials for the entire trial duration (1800 seconds). 
Males are grouped by the four different scent-marked treatments: self-self (S-S: light purple), self-familiar male (S-FM: 
dark purple), self-unfamiliar male (S-UM: light orange), and familiar male-unfamiliar male (FM-UM: dark orange). Almost 
all male pairs experienced the same treatment, three pairs received different urine-marked treatments due to urine stimuli 
collection constraints (hence some of the treatment groups have unequal paired number across fight outcome groupings). 
(D) Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample statistical tests comparing the distributions of scent marking across the trial 
durations depicted in Figure 4D. Comparisons were by trial groups (No Unfamiliar vs. Unfamiliar), as well as for specific 
scent-marked treatments (S-S, S-FM, S-UM & FM-UM). 
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Abstract 

Signals mediate competitive interactions by allowing rival assessment, yet are often 

energetically expensive to produce. Individuals face tradeoffs when deciding when 

and where to signal, such that over or under-investing in signaling effort can be 

costly. One of the key mechanisms maintaining signal reliability is via social costs. 

While the social costs of over-signaling are well-known, the social costs of under-

signaling are underexplored, particularly for dynamic signals. In this study we 

investigate a dynamic and olfactory-mediated signaling system that is ubiquitous 

among mammals: scent marking. Male house mice territorially scent mark their 

environment with metabolically costly urine marks. While competitive male mice are 

thought to deposit abundant scent marks in the environment, we recently identified a 

cohort of low-marking males that win fights. Whereas there are clear energetic costs 

to investing in urine signals in mice, we hypothesized that there may be social costs 

imposed on individuals who under-invest in signaling. Here we find that scent mark 

investment predicts fight dynamics. Despite fight outcome being unambiguous, 

aggressive intensity varies considerably across trials. Males that produce fewer scent 

marks engage in more intense fights that take longer to resolve. This effect appears 

to be driven by an unwillingness among losers to acquiesce to weakly signaling 

winners. We therefore find evidence for rival assessment of scent marks as well as 

social costs to under-signaling, which supports existing hypotheses for the 

importance of social punishment in maintaining optimal signaling equilibria. Our 

results further highlight the possibility of diverse signaling strategies in house mice.  

 

Keywords: signal investment, social costs, scent marking, strategy, house mice 
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Introduction 

Signals of competitive ability play an important role in mediating rival assessment in 

aggressive contests [1–9]. However, signal production is often energetically 

expensive, and individuals face tradeoffs when investing in signaling effort relative to 

other life history traits [10–12]. For example, increased signal investment can result in 

reduced gamete production [13–15], immune deficits [16,17], and higher risks of 

parasitism or predation [18–22].  

In addition to production tradeoffs, there are social costs to signaling either too 

much or too little. Individuals that “over-signal” their competitive ability receive 

heightened aggression from competitors [23–28]. Whereas individuals that “under-

signal” struggle to establish dominance relationships [26,28]. Such mismatches in 

signaled versus actual competitive ability muddle accurate rival assessment, resulting 

in escalated contests [26,28]. Receiver-dependent social punishment has been 

hypothesized as an important mechanism in maintaining optimal signaling equilibria 

[23]. While the social costs of over-signaling (i.e. ‘bluffing’ or ‘cheating’) have been 

well-examined, the social costs of under-signaling are under-studied, particularly for 

dynamic signals. 

Here, we explore a dynamic and olfactory-mediated signaling system that is 

central to mammalian communication: scent marking [29–31]. Scent marks persist in 

the environment for long periods of time [32–35] and provide a record of social 

relationships that can be assessed by receivers [33,35–37]. Scent marks have further 

been proposed as ‘cheat-proof’ signals of status due to the inherent metabolic and 

physical challenges of maintaining a scent-marked territory [35,36].  

In house mice (Mus musculus domesticus), urine marking is arguably the most 

prominent signaling modality. The generally accepted canon is that competitive males 
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are aggressive, territorial, and mark highly [38–41]. In addition to the costs of actively 

re-marking and patrolling a territory, urine marks themselves are metabolically costly 

in house mice [36,42–44]. Urine marking has previously been shown to have 

important life history costs in house mice, as males that invest in marking earlier in life 

experience reduced body growth [42]. It is, therefore, generally assumed that urine 

marking is an honest indicator of a male’s status and competitive ability [38–41,45–

47]. Yet, we have recently tested this assumption and found it to be incomplete—

urine marking prior to a contest did not predict wins or losses among size-matched 

rivals, in part due to the presence of low-marking competitive males [48]. 

This surprising result led us to ask whether and how male house mice use scent 

mark information in competitor assessments. The objectives of this study were to: (1) 

test the hypothesis that scent mark signaling prior to a fight shapes contest dynamics, 

and (2) examine the potential social costs of under-signaling. We predicted that high 

quality individuals that accurately signaled their competitive ability would beneficially 

engage in less intense aggressive behaviors, and more quickly resolve their fights. In 

contrast, individuals that under-signaled their competitive ability would face the social 

costs of escalated aggressive encounters, and experience delayed contest resolution. 

 

Material & Methods 

(a) Study system 

To explore scent marking and aggressive behaviors we used male house mice 

(n=62), as males will competitively urine mark and exhibit territorial aggression 

[33,39–41,46,49–51]. Experimental individuals were from two wild-derived inbred 

strains (NY2 and NY3) of house mice [52]. The progenitors of these strains were 

captured near Saratoga Springs, NY in 2013 by MJS and are related to the 
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SarA/NachJ, SarB/NachJ and SarC/NachJ strains now available from the Jackson 

Lab. We used two wild-derived strains because competitive behaviors are less 

pronounced in highly inbred and domesticated laboratory strains [53,54], and 

individuals within inbred strains tend to share identical urinary protein profiles [55]. At 

the time of experimentation all males were adult (3-5 months old) and sexually 

experienced. Mice were housed in an Animal Care facility at Cornell University with a 

14:10 shifted light:dark cycle (dark cycle: 12PM–10PM), with food and water provided 

ad libitum. To reduce handling stress confounds, mice were transferred between their 

home cage and the experimental arena using transfer cups [56]. 

 

(b) Scent mark signaling and aggressive contests 

In our previous work examining signal allocation decisions, we were surprised to find 

that scent marking behavior did not clearly predict wins or losses during fights, and 

instead identified a cohort of low-signaling competitive males [48]. Together, these 

results led us to investigate the aggressive contests within this dataset in greater 

detail to better understand the relationship between signaling and competitive ability 

[48].  

We placed males in an arena separated by a mesh barrier where they could see, 

hear, and smell each other but were limited to minimal physical contact (Figure 1A). 

This allowed us to measure male urine marking prior to a contest. After 30 minutes, 

we removed the mesh barrier and males engaged in a fight trial for an additional 30 

minutes (Figure 1A). Trials were performed on filter paper to prevent smearing of 

urine marks, for easier detection of urine deposition events. One day prior to 

experimentation, we recorded male body weights to size-match individuals. As house 

mice are nocturnal, we conducted all experiments during the dark cycle between 12 
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PM-5 PM. Age and weight-matched adult breeding males of distinct wild-derived 

strains (NY2 and NY3) were paired as competitors, resulting in a total of 31 pairs 

(n=62). We therefore ensured that no two paired competitors were genotypically 

identical and that their scent marks were perceptibly different (i.e. characterized by 

unique major urinary protein profiles) [44,46,55,57,58]. We ear-clipped and bleached 

a patch of rump fur of 

one male in each pair a 

week prior to 

experimentation for 

easy identification of 

males within a pair 

(NY2 and NY3 strains 

are visibly 

indistinguishable). 

All trials were 

recorded with a thermal 

imaging camera system 

(PI 640; Optris Infrared 

Sensing; 33° x 25° lens; 

~3 Hz; thermal 

detection: 61°F - 107°F) 

and a security camera system (iDVR-PRO CMS; 1080p; 30 fps). Thermal imaging 

allowed for the detection of urine mark deposition events with fine spatiotemporal 

detail. Urine leaves the body hot (close to body temperature) and quickly cools to 

below the ambient substrate temperature, providing a distinctive thermal signature 

Figure 1. Trial design and recording methods. (A) Two-part trial design starting 
with a 30-minute signaling trial where paired competitors were separated by a mesh 
barrier, and urine marking was measured. The mesh barrier was removed and males 
entered into the contest phase of the trial (fight trial) for an additional 30 minutes. (B) 
Urine depositions were recorded using thermal imaging. Urine exits the body hot and 
then cools below substrate temperatures, providing a distinct thermal signature. (C) 
For each fight trial, four aggressive behaviors were scored: wrestling, boxing, chases, 
and hits. Wrestling and boxing were classified as intense attacks; chases and hits 
were classified as mild attacks. 
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(Figure 1B). The security camera system was used to visualize high-speed 

aggressive encounters. Both systems were used to cross-check for recording errors.  

Videos were scored blindly using Behavioral Observation Research Interactive 

Software (BORIS) [59]. Urine depositions were scored as a clear hot spot in the focal 

mouse’s trajectory that subsequently cooled below substrate temperature (Figure 

1B). Based on the total aggressive behaviors performed by each male, males were 

unambiguously classified as winners or losers (Figures 2A & S2). Males were further 

categorized as low-marking or high-marking based on whether the total urine marks 

deposited in the “mesh trial” (pre-fight) fell below or above the median (Figures 1A & 

S1A). These classifications were used to interrogate interactions between signal 

investment and fight dynamics. The following behaviors were scored in “fight trials”: 

chasing, hitting, boxing, and wrestling bouts [60–62] based on which male initiated 

these behaviors (Figure 1C & S2A). Aggressive behaviors were further categorized 

as mild or intense based on the risk of injury (i.e. belly exposure and likelihood of 

bites occurring) and the extent of physical contact. Chases and hits were classified as 

mild attacks, while boxing and wrestling bouts were classified as intense attacks 

(Figure 1C). Importantly, intense attacks are interactive behaviors, which require that 

the male receiving the attack actively defends themselves rather than fleeing from the 

interaction. No mice experienced sustained injury in these trials.  

 

(c) Statistical analyses 

We conducted all statistical analyses in R 3.6.0 (R Development Core Team 2019). 

We used linear mixed models and paired statistical tests to examine relationships 

between dependent and response variables (Tables S1-S4). Models were fitted using 

the package lme4 [63]. The lmerTest package was used to calculate degrees of 
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freedom (Satterthwaite’s method) and p-values [64]. Dependent variables were 

logarithmically transformed for a subset of models to meet assumptions for model 

residuals (Tables S1-S4). We used a type 3 analysis of variance to test for overall 

effects of fixed factors or interactions in the models. Post hoc comparisons were 

conducted using the emmeans package [65]. R script and data sheets used for all 

statistical analyses are provided (see Data Availability). 

 

 

Results 

(a) Contest outcomes and aggressive intensity 

Fight outcome was unambiguous in all contest pairings (Figure S2). Winners 

performed significantly more aggressive behaviors than losers (M1: F1,60= 287, p < 

Figure 2. Winners displayed more aggressive behaviors throughout the fight trial, while losers rarely displayed any 
aggression after the first five minutes. (A) Total aggressive behaviors performed by males that either won or lost the 
fight. (B) Histogram of the temporal distribution of aggressive behaviors performed by winners and losers over the fight trial 
duration. (C) Total mild vs. intense aggression displayed by winners and losers. (D,E) Histograms of intense vs. mild 
aggression exhibited by winning males over the course of the fight trial. (A,C) Linear mixed models were used to model 
relationships (Table S1). Analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects. Dependent variables (# aggressive 
behaviors) were logarithmically transformed to meet assumptions for model residuals. Significance codes: NS p>0.05, * 
p<0.05; ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  
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0.0001; Figure 2A & Table S1). This was true for both cumulative aggression 

(Figure 2A), as well as for specific fight behaviors (Figure S2B). Across all fight 

trials, winners performed 21-268 total attacks, while losers performed 0-19 (Figure 

S2C). Within pairs, the difference in attack count ranged from 21-266, with an 

average attack difference of 126+/-11 between competitors. These winner-loser 

relationships were typically apparent within the first 5 minutes, as losing males quickly 

halt aggression (Figure 2B). Winners on the other hand, rapidly escalated aggression 

with peak activity occurring at ~300 seconds, followed by a gradual decline (Figure 

2B). Males thus performed fast competitor assessments once they physically 

engaged. While males were weight-matched as closely as possible, some variation in 

body weight was inevitable (Figure S3A). Body weight moderately predicted the total 

aggressive behaviors performed by individuals (M2: F1,59 = 4.5, p = 0.04; Table S1), 

however including body weight resulted in a worse model overall (M1 vs. M2: Table 

S1). Body weight also did not differ between winning and losing males across trials 

(t1,60 = 0.4, p = 0.69; Figure S3B). 

We further explored the intensity of aggressive behaviors initiated by competitors 

during contests and found that aggressive intensity has a significant interaction with 

fight outcome (M3: F1,184 = 64, p < 0.0001; Figure 2C & Table S1). Losers exhibit 

similarly few mild and intense aggressive behaviors (M3: t1,184 = 1.5, p = 0.39; Figure 

2C & Table S1). In contrast, winners perform significantly more mild attacks than 

intense ones (M3: t1,184 = -9.8, p < 0.0001; Figure 2C & Table S1). Given the low 

rates of aggressive attacks performed by the eventual contest losers, we focused on 

the dynamics of aggressive behaviors initiated by the ultimate contest winners. 

Among winners, the temporal dynamics reveal the number of intense attacks steadily 

declines over the course of the fight (Figure 2D). Whereas mild attacks remain 
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elevated for longer and decline in frequency more slowly (Figure 2E). These data 

indicate that while fight outcome is straightforward, attack frequency varies with 

intensity. Furthermore, there appear to be distinct temporal patterns for mild and 

intense fight behaviors.  

Figure 3. Temporal fight dynamics and intensity vary with initial signaling effort of winning males. (A) Males were 
categorized as low or high-marking individuals based on whether the total number of marks deposited prior to the fight trial 
fell either below or above the median (Figure S1A). (B) Histograms of the temporal distributions for intense (top) and mild 
(bottom) aggressive behaviors for the two marking groups (high vs. low-marking). (C) Boxplot of total aggressive behaviors 
by marking group and fight intensity. (D) Boxplot of total aggressive behaviors by marking group, attack intensity, and fight 
trial 15-minute time bins. (C,D) LMMs were used to model relationships, and analyses of variance were used to test for 
overall effects. Dependent variables were logarithmically transformed to meet assumptions for model residuals. 
Significance codes: NS p>0.05, * p<0.05; ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  
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(b) Scent mark signaling prior to a contest predicts fight dynamics 

We next explored the relationship between scent mark signaling and fight dynamics 

among winning males, as these individuals initiated the vast majority of aggressive 

behaviors (Figure 2). Males were categorized as either low or high-marking 

individuals, based on whether their total number of urine deposition events fell below 

or above the median number of marks (Figures 3A & S1A). This categorization is 

supported by our prior work, which shows that initial mark investment predicts 

marking levels days later (Figure S1; 48). In other words, males that are low or high-

marking adhere to their respective marking groups days after an aggressive contest 

[48].  

The total number of attacks initiated by winners did not significantly differ between 

low and high-marking males (M4: F1,29 = 3.3, p = 0.08; Table S2). However, striking 

patterns emerged when we inspected the intensity of aggressive behaviors. We first 

examined the temporal distribution of mild and intense attacks for low and high-

marking winners (Figure 3B). Low-marking winners performed more intense attacks 

across the fight duration (Figure 3B). While an inverse relationship is observed for 

mild aggression. High-marking winners performed dramatically more mild attacks 

than low-marking winners, particularly in the first 15 minutes of the fight trial (Figure 

3B).  

We further modeled the effects of fight intensity and signaling effort on contest 

aggression (Figure 3C & Table S2). The signaling effort of winners significantly 

predicted aggressive intensity (M5: F1,58 = 32, p < 0.0001; Table S2). Interestingly, 

initial marking effort did not predict aggressive behaviors in other dyadic comparisons. 

Initial signaling efforts of the eventual losing males did not predict loser aggression 

(M8: F1,58 = 0.59, p = 0.44; Figure S4A & Table S4) or winner aggression (M9: F1,58 = 
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1.2, p = 0.27; Figure S4A & Table S4). Similarly, the marking effort of winners did not 

predict loser aggression (M10: F1,58 = 1.1, p = 0.29; Figure S4B & Table S4). 

Moreover, body weight did not differ across low or high-marking winners and losers 

(Figure S3C).  

 

(c) Social costs of under-signaling 

We next examined the social costs of 

under-signaling, and found a significant 

interaction between fight intensity and 

initial marking effort (M5: F1,58 = 6.8, p 

= 0.01; Figure 3C & Table S2). 

Winning males that invest more in 

scent marking perform fewer intense 

attacks and more mild attacks (Figure 

3C). Whereas, males that invest less in 

marking engage in more intense 

aggression (Figure 3C). Comparing 

rates of each type of aggression per 

winner revealed that low-marking 

winners do not differ in their levels of 

attack intensities (M5: t1,29 = -2.1, p = 

0.14; Figure 3C & Table S2). The 

opposite is true for high-marking 

winners, which perform significantly more mild relative to intense attacks (M5: t1,29 = -

5.9, p < 0.0001; Figure 3C & Table S2).  

Figure 4. Proportions of mild and intense aggression. (A) 
Example processed urine blots of high and low-marking males 
(urine spots shown in black). Donut plots depict proportions of 
individual fight behaviors for the two marking groups (B) The 
proportion of intense : total attacks by the total number of urine 
marks deposited prior to the fight. Low and high-marking winners 
are labeled. Ellipses indicate 90% data coverage. 
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Given that the differences in fight intensity toward signaling effort occurred 

specifically among winners, we further interrogated the temporal dynamics of these 

behaviors. To do this we split the fight trial into two 15-minute time bins, 

corresponding to the first and second half of the trial (Figure 3D). The differences in 

fight dynamics are particularly stark in the first 15 minutes (Figure 3D). Time bin has 

a strong effect on contest aggression (M6: F1,87 = 11, p = 0.002; Table S2), with a 

significant two-way interaction between fight intensity and time bin (M6: F1,87 = 5.9, p 

= 0.02; Table S2). Comparing rates of mild and intense acts of aggression per winner 

revealed that in the first half of the trial, low-marking winners are performing the same 

levels of mild and intense attacks (M6: t1,87 = -0.45, p = 1.0; Figure 3D & Table S2). 

While high-marking winners perform dramatically more mild attacks relative to intense 

attacks (M6: t1,87 = -4.4, p = 0.0003; Figure 3D & Table S2). This difference in fight 

intensity between marking groups diminishes in the second half of the trial, such that 

all winners display significantly higher rates of mild compared to intense aggression 

(Figure 3D). Thus, the fights of low-signaling winners exhibit more severe escalation 

in the first 15 minutes, suggesting males that under-signal take longer to resolve 

aggressive contests than males investing more in signaling effort. 

Together, these data indicate that the relative proportion of intense aggressive 

behaviors males perform varies with signaling effort. We assessed the proportions of 

specific fight behaviors executed by low and high-marking individuals (Figure 4A). 

This demonstrates that low-marking winners perform considerably more intense 

aggression (i.e. wrestling bouts and boxing matches; Figure 4A). The aggressive 

behaviors of high-marking individuals, however, are heavily skewed towards mild 

aggression (i.e. chases and hits; Figure 4A). We further examined the proportion of 

intense-to-overall attacks relative to the signaling efforts of each winning male prior to 
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the contest (Figure 4B). The proportion of intense attacks is predicted by marking 

group (M7: F1,28 = 8.8, p = 0.006; Table S3). This illustrates a striking delineation 

between low and high-signaling competitive males (Figure 4B). Furthermore, it 

reveals what appear to be two distinct groups of males that each comprise a quarter 

of all winners: (1) intensely aggressive low-marking males and (2) mildly aggressive 

very high-marking males (Figure 4B). 

 

Discussion 

Here we have shown that despite fight outcome being overwhelmingly clear (Figure 

2), there are stark differences in contest dynamics depending on how males signaled 

prior to a fight. We find evidence for social costs to under-signaling in house mice, as 

low-marking winners experienced more intense fights and delayed contest resolution 

(Figures 3 & 4). This suggests there are likely important tradeoffs underlying signal 

investment decisions in terms of competitor assessment and aggression. Particularly 

as in our prior work, we identified a cohort of competitive yet stably low-marking male 

mice [48]. Our work underlies the complex decisions animals face when determining 

their signal investment and willingness to engage in aggressive encounters. At any 

given moment, individuals confront metabolic resource limitations. Deciding when and 

where to invest these resources has important fitness consequences.  

The observed differences in aggressive intensity in male house mice could be 

driven by winners, losers, or a combination of the two. A winner-driven explanation is 

that winners allocate more effort toward aggression rather than signaling, such that 

the total energy invested is constant across low-marking and high-marking winners. 

Alternatively, losing males may be less inclined to back down during attacks initiated 

by weakly signaling males. Importantly, intense aggressive behaviors (i.e. wrestling 
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and boxing) are highly interactive, and require that losers actively defend themselves 

rather than flee from the encounter (i.e. chases). This lends support for the observed 

differences being loser-driven, and alludes to a possible key difference between 

losing an encounter and submitting to a competitor.  

The trial design limits males’ ability to escape the interaction. In naturalistic 

environments males would likely avoid prolonged encounters, and dominance 

relationships would be established through shorter repeated interactions. 

Nevertheless, the sustained encounters used in this study allowed us to observe 

temporal shifts in fight intensity. We find that low-signaling winners don’t transition to 

more mild aggression until midway through the fight, whereas high-signaling winners 

start off relatively mild. Fight resolution is therefore delayed when winners signal lowly 

prior to a fight. Similar to what has been observed in aggressive contests between 

paper wasps [26] and chameleons [28], we find that male house mice experience 

social costs as a result of inaccurately signaling their competitive ability. This is 

striking because the costs of under-signaling appear quite high. “Scent-silent” males 

engage in more intense fights, take longer to resolve dominance relationships, and 

incur greater risk of injury.  

Given the potential social costs, the existence of competitive low-signaling males 

suggests there may be fitness benefits to remaining scent-silent, at least under some 

socioecological conditions. Perhaps the most obvious benefit to reduced signaling is 

that it may save energy. Males might withhold signal investment to build up their 

metabolic reserves, as urine marking is energetically expensive [42,43,47,66]. In 

doing so, males may gain body mass and more effectively defend territories later in 

the season. This is plausible given that prior work has shown males who invest early 

in urine marking pay the cost of reduced body size [42]. The low-signaling effort 
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observed among competitive males could therefore reflect important features of life 

history in house mice, and potentially in many other species.  

Males entering into the trials had no prior competitive experience. Males may 

strategically hold off scent mark investment until there are rival males present, 

suggesting population density may have large effects on signaling strategies [67–69]. 

This is particularly intriguing given prior hypotheses of urine marking as ‘cheat-proof’ 

[35,36]. These hypotheses emphasize the inability to deceptively over-report (i.e. 

bluff) one’s competitive ability but do not address the possibility of males under-

reporting. Our results highlight the importance of investigating under-signaling 

strategies, as they may be more common than previously appreciated across taxa. 

Another possibility is that male mice exhibit a spectrum of signaling strategies, 

including the classically described “territorial males” that invest highly in marking as 

well as scent-silent “satellite” males. In this scenario, low-signaling individuals might 

avoid detection by other males yet are competitive enough to mate, though reduced 

marking effort likely decreases the chances of obtaining mating opportunities 

[33,70,71]. Previous work described males reducing their scent marking after losing 

[41]. Indeed, in the trials reported here, we found that high-marking males 

dramatically reduce their marking efforts after losing [48]. However, this scenario 

does not readily explain the observed patterns among winning males that continue to 

mark infrequently. It may be that in time they would increase investment in scent 

marking, and shifting to high-marking is a slower process than downregulating after a 

loss [43,47]. Studies of scent marking effort in more natural contexts are sorely 

needed. 

We find evidence for direct social costs as a result of under-signaling one’s 

competitive ability. This supports existing theoretical frameworks underlying the 
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importance of social punishment in shaping patterns of signal investment [23,25,26]. 

Our results further provide evidence that urine marking is used in competitor 

assessments and appears to determine losers’ willingness to submit. Furthermore, 

our findings highlight the possibility of diverse signaling strategies in house mice. As a 

dynamic signaling system, individuals may flexibly adjust scent mark investment 

depending on the social landscape and their energetic reserves. Diverse strategies 

may be more commonplace for dynamic signals across taxa than is currently 

recognized, and warrants further investigation.
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Supplementary information 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table S2. Linear mixed model (LMM) details accompanying results section 3a (Figure 2). The response 
variable for all three models (M1-M3) is the number of aggressive behaviors (count), and is logarithmically 
transformed in all cases.  

Table S2. Linear mixed model (LMM) details accompanying results section 3b (Figure 3). The response 
variable for all three models (M4-M6) is the number of aggressive behaviors (count), and is logarithmically 
transformed in all cases.  
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Table S3. Linear mixed model (LMM) details accompanying Figure 4. The 
response variable is the proportion of intense : total aggressive behaviors. 

Table S4. Linear mixed model (LMM) details accompanying Figure S4. The response variable for all 
models (M8-M10) is the number of aggressive behaviors (count) performed by losers (M8,M9) or winners 
(M10), and is logarithmically transformed. 
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Figure S1. (A) Histogram of the distribution of total urine marks deposited by all males competitors in the Mesh Trial 
(pre-fight). The median (19) number of marks is indicated with dashed line. High-marking versus low-marking males 
were categorized based on whether the total marks deposited was either above or below the median. (B) Correlation 
plot of the total number of marks deposited by each winning male prior to the contest trial (Mesh 1) and 1 day after 
the contest in the open field trial (OFT) (48). The number of marks deposited pre- and post-fight are quite well 
correlated with each other (R=0.77). This is despite the differences in aggressive experience, arena size, and social 
stimulus in the environment across these two trials. Individual data points are color-scaled by the proportion of total 
attacks that were intense (red: high; yellow: low). The males that marked lowly in both trials (clustered in the bottom 
left corner) tend to perform more intense attacks (more red). One male was removed from this correlation analysis 
as an outlier (NY3-131), though excluding or including this male does not affect the overall pattern. (C) Estimated 
marginal means of the total number of OFT marks (log-transformed) given fight outcome (winner=red; loser=blue) 
and initial signal investment (# Mesh 1 marks). Initial signal investment significantly predicts marking levels of 
winners and losers post- fight. The model p-value of the effect of the # Mesh 1 marks on the total OFT marks 
indicated in the bottom righthand corner (highly significant). 
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Figure S2. Fight trial behaviors. (A) Ethogram of scored aggressive behaviors. (B) Boxplots of the total counts for 
individual fight behaviors performed by winning (red) and losing males (blue). Winners performed significantly higher 
levels of each aggressive behavior compared to losers (* p<0.0001) (C) Total aggressive behaviors performed by 
each paired male competitor (31 pairs). Winners indicated in red and losers in blue. The fight outcome (the 
categorization of winners and losers) was determined by which male performed more aggressive behaviors within a 
pair. Across all pairs, winners ranged from performing 21-268 attacks, and losers ranged from performing 0-19 
attacks.  
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Figure S4. Additional dyadic comparisons of contest aggression and intensity in 
response to signaling effort. (A) Boxplot of the total attacks performed by losers given 
either loser or winner marking investment (low vs. high). The initial signaling effort of 
losers or winners does not predict loser aggression, both in terms of total attacks or 
intensity. Though losers perform very few attacks and only early on in the trial. (B) The 
initial signaling effort of losers similarly does not predict winner aggression, in total 
attacks or intensity. LMMs were used to model relationships, and analyses of variance 
were used to test for overall effects. Significance codes: NS p>0.05. 

Figure S3. Body weight 
differences across 
winning and losing males. 
All weight measurements (g) 
were collected the day 
before trials began, such 
that competitors were 
weight-matched as closely 
as possible. (A) Starting 
weights (g) of each male 
within a competing pair 
across trials. (B) Boxplot of 
starting body weights of all 
losers and winners. Winners 
and losers did not differ in 
weight across trials. (C) 
Boxplot of the starting body 
weight for winners and 
losers by marking group: 
high vs. low-marking males. 
A single male was removed 
from this analysis as an 
outlier (NY2-205), however 
removal of this male did not 
affect the observed patterns. 
A LMM was used to model 
relationships, and analyses 
of variance were used to test 
for overall effects. 
Significance codes: NS 
p>0.05. 
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Abstract 

Internal states shape responses to sensory stimuli. Mammalian female reproductive 

states are understudied considering they are one of the most regular state changes in 

the animal kingdom. Here we examine female house mouse preferences toward male 

odors across the reproductive states of estrus and late-stage pregnancy. In house 

mice, urine scent marks are salient social odors that convey information about the sex 

and identity of individuals by major urinary proteins (MUPs). Males secrete a sex-

specific pheromonal protein called darcin (MUP20). Additionally, genetically diverse 

mice secrete unique combinations of MUPs used in individual recognition. Prior work 

has revealed that male odors are powerful social stimuli for female mice, yet we have 

a limited understanding of how the valence of such odors change across reproductive 

states. We discovered a valence shift among estrus and pregnant females toward 

novel male urine, in which estrus females exhibit preference and pregnant females 

show strong avoidance. This valence switch also occurs toward darcin alone, 

providing further support for darcin as a strong sexual signal. However, when 

presented with familiar male urine, the approach-avoidance response disappears, 

even when additional darcin is added. In contrast, when a novel identity protein 

(MUP11) is added to familiar male urine the approach-avoidance response is 

recovered. This indicates that darcin in the absence of other identity information 

denotes a novel male and that familiar identity information present in male urine is 

sufficient to modify responses to darcin. Our findings suggest that the sex and identity 

information encoded by MUPs are likely processed via distinct, and potentially 

opposing pathways, that modulate responses toward complex social odor blends. 

Furthermore, we identify a state-modulated shift in decision-making toward social 

odors and propose a neural circuit model for this flow of information. These data 
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underscore the importance of physiological state and signal context for interpreting 

the meaning and importance of social odors.  

 

Keywords: hormonal state, estrus, pregnancy, valence, social odors, darcin 

(MUP20), major urinary proteins (MUPs)  
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Results & Discussion 
 
Internal state shapes the meaning and importance of sensory stimuli. For example, 

when you’re dehydrated a glass of water is much more satisfying than it otherwise 

would be. Some of the most critical yet understudied state changes are those of 

mammalian estrus and pregnancy. Reproductive cycles represent rare state shifts 

that consist of highly regular hormonal changes. These changes facilitate flexible 

decision-making over both short and long timescales, including adaptive responses to 

social environments. The value of social encounters thus varies over the course of 

the estrus cycle and pregnancy [1–6]. While a novel male denotes a mating 

opportunity for a female mouse in estrus (i.e., close to ovulation) [7,8], a novel male 

intruder elicits aggression in mothers [3,9,10].  Similarly, the presence of a novel 

male’s odor can induce pregnancy block during early stage pregnancy in house mice, 

a phenomenon known as the Bruce effect [11,12]. 

Social odors are a central mode of communication among mammals [13–15]. In 

house mice, males and females scent mark their environment with urine [7,16–20]. 

These urine marks convey detailed social information about the sex, competitive 

status, and identity of individuals [8,21–28], which mice carefully attend to 

[7,8,27,29,30]. Sexually receptive female mice in estrus find male urine attractive and 

rewarding [22,31–34]. The component of male urine that stimulates this response is 

darcin (MUP20), which acts as a male sex pheromone in house mice [1,7,8]. The 

attractiveness of this odor wanes when females enter the quiescent phase of their 

estrus cycle (diestrus) [1] and induces aggression in mothers [3]. In contrast, the 

response of pregnant females toward male social odors is underexplored, particularly 

during late-stage pregnancy (i.e., the 3rd trimester). The final trimester of pregnancy is 

intriguing because females are arguably in their least sexually receptive phase and 
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the physiological shifts occurring during this period may prime females for the 

profound changes that occur upon giving birth. 

Here, we examine the response of female mice in estrus and late-stage 

pregnancy toward male social odors (Figure 1A-B). The objectives of this study were 

to: (1) investigate the valence of male social odors across reproductive states, and (2) 

isolate the components of male urine that drive shifts in female responses. 

Specifically, we were interested in the major urinary protein (MUP) components of 

mouse urine which convey sex and identity information. In addition to the male 

pheromone darcin (MUP20), genetically diverse house mice each secrete a unique 

subset of identity-specific MUPs (‘central’ MUPs) that are used to recognize 

individuals [21,23,27,35]. We can synthesize these proteins in the lab as recombinant 

MUPs (rMUPs) [27,36] and present highly controlled social odor stimuli. 

Figure 1. Reproductive states & experimental design. (A) Schematic representing the estrus cycle stages (proestrus, 
estrus, metestrus & diestrus) of female mice, which typically occur over the course of 5-7 days. Experimental females were 
close to ovulation, in the proestrus and estrus phases of the cycle, indicated with the “trial epoch” arrow (Table S1). (B) 
Schematic representing the 3-week duration of pregnancy. We focus on late-stage pregnancy (3rd trimester), indicated with 
the “trial epoch” arrow. (C) Vaginal cytology was used to track and stage the estrus cycles of females. Cytological swabs of 
females in estrus were identified by the abundance of cornified epithelial cells. (D) Pregnancies were staged such that we 
carefully tracked the progress of female pregnancies after being paired with a male and ran females with embryos at days 
15 -20 of development. (E) Preference trial paradigm. Females were placed in an arena for 15 minutes with two huts. Under 
each hut 200 uL of liquid was deposited in small droplets akin to urine marking. One hut contained a social odor stimulus, 
and the other a water (H2O) control. Females were placed in the arena with both huts and stimuli for two consecutive days. 
The first day was a habituation trial, the second was a preference trial. Time spent in or on top of the huts was scored and 
preference indexes were calculated as the time spent in the stimulus hut relative to the water hut.  
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We tracked the reproductive states of naturally-cycling females using vaginal 

cytology to ascertain the phase of the estrus cycle [37–40] (Figure 1C, Table S1). 

We staged and tracked pregnancies to ensure females were in their 3rd trimester at 

the time of trials (Figure 1D). To examine social odor preferences, we exposed 

individuals to a two-day preference trial assay (Figure 1E). The first day was a 

habituation trial, as mice will explore novel environments and odors [41,42]. The 

second day was the preference trial, in which approach-avoidance behaviors were 

examined (Table S2). The 

arena held two stimulus huts: 

one contained a social odor, 

and the other contained a 

water control (Figure 1E). We 

calculated a preference index 

based on how much time 

females spent in or on top of 

the stimulus hut relative to the 

water control hut. A zero value 

indicates a female spent the 

same amount of time in each 

hut. Positive values indicate a 

preference for the stimulus hut 

while negative values indicate 

avoidance. 

 

Figure 2. Estrus females show a preference for novel male urine and to 
rMUP20 (darcin), while pregnant females exhibit strong avoidance to 
both. All data is from the preference trial day. The preference index: how much 
time females spent in the stimulus hut relative to the control water hut. Stimulus 
huts contained either whole novel male urine or the recombinant male urinary 
protein rMUP20 (i.e., darcin). A zero value means a female spent the same 
amount of time in each hut. Positive values indicate preference for the stimulus 
hut, and negative values indicate avoidance. One-sample t-tests (deviation 
from 0) significance values are indicated with red asterisks (positive deviation 
or blue asterisks (negative deviation). A linear model was used to examine 
relationships, analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and 
pairwise comparisons were performed using the emmeans package. Estrus: 
novel male, n=15; rMUP20, n=16. Pregnant: novel male, n=16;  rMUP20, n=15. 
Significance codes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  
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Novel male urine and the male pheromone darcin elicit similar valence shifts 

across reproductive states 

We first tested the response of estrus and pregnant females toward novel male urine. 

As all experimental subjects were C57BL/6J (C57) females, novel male urine was 

collected [43] from a genetically distinct wild-derived inbred mouse line (NY3) [44,45]. 

This was necessary to ensure that the novel male urine stimulus contained a different 

MUP profile from C57 males, because all individuals of a given inbred strain share 

identical MUP profiles [46,47]. In the wild different males secrete distinct urine profiles 

used to recognize individuals [21,23,27,35], and we wanted to present ecologically 

relevant novel male social odors similar to prior studies [8,48]. Furthermore, all 

females had prior exposure to adult male C57 urine (via their father and/or stud 

male).  

We predicted that novel male urine would be a potent social odor stimulus for 

females, given prior research on females in estrus [1,22,31] and mothers [3,9,10]. 

Similar to what has been previously described [8,22,48], we observed a preference 

among sexually receptive estrus females toward novel male urine (t1,14 = 2.1, p = 

0.03; Figure 2). In contrast, late-stage pregnant females showed a strong avoidance 

to the same stimulus (t1,15 = -3.6, p = 0.001; Figure 2). Estrus and pregnant females 

also differed in their preference for novel male urine (M1: t1,125 = 5.1, p < 0.0001; 

Figure 2). Females therefore exhibit state-dependent changes in decision-making 

toward social information. 

A key component of male house mouse urine is the major urinary protein sex 

pheromone darcin (MUP20). We next examined if the male sex pheromone darcin on 

its own was sufficient to elicit the observed approach-avoidance switch in estrus and 

pregnant females. Following previous studies [1,27], we synthesized and presented 
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recombinant darcin (rMUP20) as a stimulus. This single urinary protein elicited a 

similar valence shift across female states when compared to novel male urine (Figure 

2). We found that females in estrus were attracted to darcin, as previously reported 

[1,8,48] (t1,15 = 2.5, p = 0.01; Figure 2). In contrast, pregnant females displayed robust 

avoidance (t1,14 = -5.7, p = 3e-05; Figure 2). Females also differed in their preference 

for darcin across reproductive states (M1: t1,125 = 3.6, p = 0.009; Figure 2). This 

response provides further evidence that darcin is a strong social signal in house mice 

and is a clear example of a valence switch toward a specific and salient sex 

pheromone.  

Figure 3. Approach-avoidance behaviors of estrus and pregnant females toward whole stud/C57 male urine, 
or stud/C57 male urine manipulated with added darcin (rMUP20) or rMUP11. The preference index: how much 
time females spent in the stimulus hut relative to the control water hut. A zero value means a female spent the 
same amount of time in each hut. Positive values indicate preference for the stimulus hut, and negative values 
indicate avoidance. One-sample t-tests (deviation from 0) significance values are indicated with red asterisks 
(positive deviation or blue asterisks (negative deviation). A linear model was used to examine relationships, 
analyses of variance were used to test for overall effects, and pairwise comparisons were performed using the 
emmeans package. Estrus: C57, n=17; C57+rMUP20, n=10; C57+rMUP11, n=9. Pregnant: Stud, n=17; 
Stud+rMUP20, n=11; Stud+rMUP11, n=9. Significance codes: NS p>0.05, * p<0.05.  
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Altering the identity profile of familiar male urine recovers the approach-

avoidance valence switch observed toward novel male urine 

There is, however, an important caveat to these results which required further probing 

– adult males typically secrete darcin in their urine [23,24,49]. This includes the 

pregnant female’s stud male that was co-housed with her during trials. Therefore, 

darcin itself is unlikely to be aversive to pregnant females because they are 

consistently exposed to darcin by their stud male. We hypothesized that the observed 

response toward darcin alone may be due to the absence of other key identity 

information typically associated with their stud male’s urine (i.e., his genotype-specific 

identity MUP expression pattern).  

To address this, we presented pregnant females with urine from their C57 stud 

male, and estrus females with adult C57 male urine. C57 male urine is not novel to 

virgin estrus females as they were exposed to it via their fathers. Moreover, because 

they are from the same inbred line, C57 males and females produce nearly identical 

MUPs [46,47,49]. The similarity in urine profile conveys relatedness, and females will 

preferentially mate with unrelated males based on their MUP profile [50]. We 

manipulated the MUP content of stud/C57 male urine by adding equivalent amounts 

of either the male-specific recombinant protein darcin (rMUP20) or with a recombinant 

identity MUP that is found in C57 urine (rMUP11) [27,49]. We predicted that adding 

rMUP20 to familiar C57 male urine would not alter the urine identity profile, and 

therefore would not elicit approach-avoidance behaviors in females. Conversely, we 

predicted that the addition of rMUP11 would alter the perceived identity of the male 

urine, and thus provoke a valence switch. Importantly, in both cases we add peptides 

already present in the urine, thus only changing the ratios of MUPs in the stimuli. 
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When presented with unaltered stud/C57 male urine, neither estrus (t1,16 = 0.21, p 

= 0.83) nor pregnant females (t1,16 = 1.1, p = 0.31) displayed any preference, and 

females did not differ across states (M1: t1,125 = -0.90, p = 0.99; Figure 3). For estrus 

females, this is likely because C57 male urine smells like that of a full sibling [50], and 

is a less attractive mating opportunity in comparison to the urine of a male with a 

different genotype. For pregnant females this is a male they see daily in their home 

cage, and hence is a highly familiar odor. The response to stud/C57 male urine with 

added rMUP20 also revealed no differences across reproductive states (M1: t1,125 = -

0.14, p = 1.0), and no approach or avoidance among estrus (t1,9 = 0.93, p = 0.38) or 

pregnant females (t1,10 = 1.6, p = 0.14; Figure 3). This shows that adding additional 

darcin to familiar male urine does not alter the identity or attractiveness of the 

stimulus for females. In contrast, when rMUP11 is added to familiar male urine the 

response toward novel male urine is recovered, and females significantly differ in 

preference across reproductive states (M1: t1,125 = 3.1, p = 0.04; Figure 3). Estrus 

females displayed approach behavior (t1,8 = 2.0, p = 0.039), and pregnant females 

exhibited avoidance (t1,8 = -1.9, p = 0.048; Figure 3). This is notable given that aside 

from a single added recombinant identity MUP (rMUP11), everything about the urine 

stimulus is exactly the same. 

 

Sex and identity information are processed distinctly: a proposed model 

Our results reveal that darcin on its own denotes the presence of a novel male. This 

appears to be driven by the absence of identity information associated with a familiar 

male. This suggests that sex and identity information are processed via distinct, and 

potentially opposing, sensory pathways that converge to modulate behavioral 
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responses. Given the observed preference patterns and existing circuit knowledge, 

we propose a model of information flow (Figure 4).  

The robust responses observed toward darcin in this study and by other groups 

[1,7,8,48], suggest a specialized circuitry (‘labeled-line’; Figure 4B). This is likely 

given that a related pheromone (ESP1) that stimulates sexual posturing in females is 

detected via a labeled-line [51,52]. Our results further demonstrate that this proposed 

darcin-specific signal cascade is interrupted if a familiar identity-matched ‘central’ 

MUP template is present. Darcin is therefore not part of the identity template, but 

instead acts as a robust male signal that gets suppressed by the presence of familiar 

male identity information. 

Our results provide further evidence that individual recognition is determined by 

combinatorial coding of ‘central’ identity MUPs [27,53], as the manipulation of a 

familiar male MUP ratios with a single identity rMUP (rMUP11) stimulated a response 

similar to that of a novel male (Figure 4A). In this manipulation the template did not 

match match (due to the altered ratios of identity signaling peptides) and thus the 

darcin signal cascade was not suppressed. Signal context is consequently crucial for 

mediating adaptive social and spatial preferences, particularly when determining the 

presence of a male in the environment and whether that male is familiar or novel.   

Pheromonal suppression via individual pattern recognition likely occurs in the 

accessory olfactory bulb (AOB; Figure 4), as MUPs are detected by the accessory 

olfactory (i.e. vomeronasal) system [1,27,48] and stud male odor memory formation 

requires a functional AOB but not other downstream limbic regions [12,54,55]. 

Evidence suggests that this sensory memory is maintained by local modulation of 

AOB projection neuron membrane excitability [56–58]. We propose a local inhibition 

of the darcin ‘labeled-line’ within the AOB (i.e., opposing components; Figure 4C), 
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such that familiar male identities block the darcin circuit cascade, and only upon 

detection of a novel male are strong neuronal signals sent downstream.  

The state-modulated valence switch in decision-making toward novel male odors 

in estrus and pregnant females likely occurs in the primary downstream limbic targets 

of the AOB: the medial amygdala (MeA) and/or the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 

(BNST). The MeA and BNST receive abundant direct excitatory input from the AOB 

and have hormone-sensitive neuronal populations [59–62]. These brain regions are 

primed to facilitate shifts in responses to varying hormone levels by neuromodulatory 

gain and/or diverging pathways.  

Figure 4. Model of information flow mediating pattern recognition and state-modulated decision-making in female 
mice toward social odors. (A) Schematic depicting the MUP components of male urine and the recombinant MUP stimuli. 
For the ‘central’ identity MUPs protein expression is indicated by black bars, except for MUP11 which is indicated with a 
yellow bar. Novel male urine has a distinct MUP array compared to familiar stud/C57 male urine. A red bar indicates the 
presence of the male-specific pheromone MUP20 (darcin). All male urine contains darcin. For manipulated urine stimuli 
containing additional rMUP an asterisk indicates the added rMUP (rMUP11 or rMUP20). (B) Model for the distinct 
processing of sex (red) and identity information encoded by MUPs (black), in which the male pheromone darcin (red) has 
specialized circuitry (‘labeled line’) projecting from the peripheral olfactory vomeronasal organ (VNO) to the accessory 
olfactory bulb (AOB). (C) Templates for familiar male identities are stored in the AOB. When the MUP identity matches the 
olfactory memory template, this initiates a suppression of darcin-specific signaling cascade. However, if this identity pattern 
recognition does not occur, the darcin signaling cascade continues to downstream limbic regions and conveys the presence 
of a novel male. (D) Female responses to novel male urine are modulated by their hormonal reproductive state. Females in 
estrus show a preference for novel male urine, and pregnant females exhibit avoidance. This approach-avoidance valence 
switch toward the same odor stimuli is likely modulated by activity in one or both of the primary projection targets 
downstream of the AOB: bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) or the medial amygdala (MeA). State modulated 
decision-making is likely mediated by shifts in neuromodulatory gain toward changing hormone levels within the MeA. The 
MeA in turn gates information to distinct subregions of the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) via diverging projections, 
such that distinct VMH populations are activated during sexual approach (estrus) as opposed to defensive avoidance 
(pregnant). Alternatively, information may be gated to different downstream limbic brain regions such as the medial preoptic 
area (MPA) and/or the BNST. 
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The MeA is a likely target for such modulation given its central location within 

limbic circuitry, and its role in gating responses to reproductive and defensive stimuli 

[63,64]. Moreover, the MeA is strongly activated by unfamiliar relative to familiar male 

urine in female mice [65], and specific MeA neuronal populations are activated by 

darcin [7] and ESP1 [51]. The MeA in turn sends prominent projections to the 

ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), which has abundant estrogen and progesterone-

sensitive neurons [51,66–77]. In females, two distinct VMH subpopulations are 

differentially activated by mating and fighting [68], reminiscent of the approach-

avoidance behaviors observed across reproductive states. We propose that 

neuromodulatory gain within the MeA gates input to the VMH, and thereby activates 

distinct subpopulations in a state-dependent manner (Figure 4D).  Alternatively, 

information may be gated to other brain regions. For example, MeA projections to the 

BNST may mediate estrus female approach [78], and projections to the VMH may 

mediate pregnant female avoidance [71,78,79].  

This preference paradigm and circuit model provide a unique opportunity to 

interrogate the neurobiological mechanisms underlying valence processing and 

hormonal state shifts. The behavioral and physiological changes that occur over the 

course of reproductive cycles are uniquely regular. Furthermore, pregnancy is one of 

the most dramatic physiological changes that can occur within an individual’s lifetime, 

and yet is sorely understudied. These results highlight the biomedical importance for 

considering reproductive state variation as well as how social odors assays are 

utilized and interpreted. Our findings reveal key insights into how sex and identity 

information are processed, and open new avenues for investigating recognition 

mechanisms. 
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Material & Methods 

KEY RESOURCES TABLE 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

C57BL/6J (M. m. domesticus) The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 000664 

Recording & Imaging Systems 

iDVR-PRO CMS IR security cameras CCTV Camera Pros https://www.cctvcamerapros.com/DVR-Remote-
Access-non-IE-s/470.htm 

40X-2500X Plan Infinity Kohler Laboratory 
Trinocular Compound Microscope + 18MP 
USB3.0 Camera 

AmScope T720QC-18M3 

Materials & Solutions 

Whatman filter paper (46 x 57 cm) Sigma-Aldrich 1002-917 

Gibco Phosphate Buffered Saline pH 7.4 (1X) Thermo Fisher Scientific 10010031 

JorVet Dip Quick Stain Kit Jorgensen Labs J0322 

pMAL Protein Fusion and Purification System  New England Biolabs E8200 

Software and Algorithms 

BORIS 8.0 Behavioral Observation Research 
Interactive Software https://boris.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

R v.3.6.3 The R Project for Statistical 
Computing https://www.r-project.org/ 

R package trajr  (80) https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/trajr/index.html 

R package lme4  (81) https://cran.r-project.org/package=lme4 

R package lmerTest  (82) https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=lmerTest 

 
 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Animals 

All experimental subjects in this study were C57BL/6J female mice (n=141) obtained 

from The Jackson Laboratory (JAX stock #000664). At the time of experimentation all 

females were fully adult (2-5 months old), estrus females were virgin, and pregnant 

females were in the third week of their first pregnancy. Virgin females used to track 

estrus cycles were housed in holding cages with other females. Pregnant females 

were housed in breeding cages with their stud C57BL/6J (C57) male. All holding and 

breeding cages contained corn cob bedding, cardboard huts, and cotton nestlets. 

Mice were housed in an Animal Care facility at Cornell University with a 14:10 shifted 
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light:dark cycle (dark cycle: 10AM–8PM), with food and water provided ad libitum. To 

reduce handling stress confounds, mice were transferred between their home cage 

and the experimental arena using transfer cups [83]. 

 

METHOD DETAILS 

Stimuli 

The social odors used as trial stimuli consisted of whole urine and/or recombinant 

major urinary proteins (rMUPs) synthesized in lab: novel male urine, stud/C57 male 

urine, darcin (rMUP20), stud/C57 male urine with added rMUP20, and stud/C57 male 

urine with added rMUP11. While darcin is a male-specific major urinary protein 

[23,24,84], mice secrete many other urinary proteins that mediate identity recognition 

(also called ‘central’ MUPs) [21,23,24,27,35]. In the wild, individuals within a 

population typically excrete distinct combinations of MUPs [23,85]. Individuals within 

an inbred strain secrete the same combination (as a result of genetic inbreeding) 

[46,47]. C57 typically express a MUP with molecular weight 18693 Da matching the 

sequence of MUP11 [27,49], so this was used to shift the identity protein profile of 

C57 male urine by changing the ratio of MUPs present. Stimuli were all presented as 

a total 200 µL volume, that was aliquoted in small 25-50 µL droplets to mimic urine 

marking under specific stimulus huts in the preference trial arena (Figure 1E). 

 

Urine collection  

Urine collection was performed using the single animal method: males were placed 

atop a metal grate (an upside down cage hopper) over a clear plastic bag for 30 

minutes to 1 hour [43]. Mice were subsequently taken off the plastic bag and returned 

to their home cage. The urine droplets present on the plastic bag were collected and 
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stored at -80°C until use. Two types of urine were collected: novel male urine and 

stud or C57BL/6J male urine. Novel urine was collected from a distinct inbred mouse 

line (NY3: this strain is related to the SarA/NachJ, SarB/NachJ and SarC/NachJ 

strains available from the Jackson Lab [44]), to ensure that the urinary protein profile 

was completely novel to experimental females [21,23,27,46]. For novel male urine we 

collected a large batch of urine from over 20 adult individuals for each stimulus. This 

was done such that the exact same novel male genotype urine stimulus was 

presented to experimental females across trials, without any individual-specific effects 

of urine odors. Stud and pooled C57BL/6J male urine was also collected. For stud 

male urine, we collected urine from a pregnant female’s specific individual C57BL/6J 

stud male a week prior to the start of the two-day preference trial. Virgin estrus 

females by definition did not have a stud male. They were presented adult C57BL/6J 

male urine. We collected a large batch of urine from over 20 adult male C57BL/6J 

genotype mice, again to prevent any individual-specific effects of urine odors such 

that all estrus females received the same C57BL/6J male urine stimulus. For all urine 

collection, urine was stored on the day of collection at -80°C. Once a sufficient 

volume was collected to use as stimuli, individual aliquots were thawed on ice, and 

urine was pooled into a single volume and subsequently aliquoted into trial 

appropriate volumes (200 µL) and stored at -80°C until use. 

 

Major urinary protein synthesis 

Using complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries from adult male house mice, complete 

MUP cDNAs were obtained from liver tissue. MUP cDNAs were amplified and 

sequences were checked using Sanger sequencing methods. These MUPs were 

cloned into an E. coli C2523 pMAL-c5X vector and recombinant MUP (rMUP) was 
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made using pMAL Protein Fusion and Purification System (New England Biolabs) 

using methods similar to prior studies [27,36]. Mature MUP11 

(ENSMUSP00000095654.4) and MUP20 (ENSMUSP00000073667.4) lacking signal 

peptide [49] were produced as rMUPs to be used as stimuli in preference trials 

[27,36]. To ensure rMUPs were successfully made, an SDS-PAGE gel was run to 

verify protein length and compared to male mouse urine. When rMUPs were added to 

stimuli in behavioral trials, they were presented at a concentration of 5 mg/ml which is 

comparable to typical urinary protein concentrations found in mouse urine [27]. 

 

Vaginal cytology 

Rather than removing the ovaries of females and performing hormonal treatments, we 

wanted to track the natural estrus cycles of females to observe the natural hormonal 

changes that occur in female mice. Vaginal cytology was used track the estrus cycles 

of females using standard procedures [37–40], and was performed 1-2 hours prior to 

the start of the dark cycle (8-9 AM). Vaginal cytology was performed daily for at least 

two full estrus cycles for each female to ensure careful timing of the proestrus-estrus 

phase during preference trials. Mice were handled gently to reduce stress, restrained 

only by the base of their tail and were allowed to rest their forepaws on the cage 

hopper. A pipette was filled with 25 µL of Gibco Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) pH 

7.4 (1X), and then gently lavaged at the vaginal opening. The pipette was flushed 

approximately ten times, or until the solution was cloudy, indicating the presence of 

cells. The solution was carefully released and spread onto a glass slide. Each mouse 

had its own slide and pipette to avoid sample contamination. The glass slides were 

stained with JorVet DipQuick Stain Fixative, Stain Solution, and Counter Stain. Extra 

stain was rinsed off with a water dip, and subsequently examined under a 10X 
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resolution microscope (AmScope: T720QC-18M3). Each stage of the estrus cycle is 

dictated by which cell types are present, leukocytes, cornified epithelial cells, and 

nucleated epithelial cells, and the proportion of cell types present [37–40] (Table S1). 

Specifically, we looked for females with cornified epithelial cells or nucleated epithelial 

cells, indicating they were in estrus [37–40] (Table S1). As the trials were two days 

long, on the first habituation trial day we used females that were in the earlier stages 

of estrus (proestrus or their first day of estrus). On the second preference trial day we 

timed it such that females were in peak estrus (and close to ovulation).  

 

Pregnancy staging 

We set up timed pregnancies because we were interested in studying late stage 

pregnancy in female mice (females in their 3rd and final week of gestation: 15-21 days 

pregnant [86]). To do this, adult virgin female mice (at least 1.5-2 months old) were 

paired with an adult male mouse on a specific date, and their subsequent date for 

giving birth was predicted to be approximately three weeks after initial breeding cage 

setup (gestation time of 19-21 days). The day after breeding cages were setup, 

females were checked to see if she showed signs of successful mating indicated by 

the presence of a copulatory plug [87]. Females did not always show a plug, so their 

size was monitored daily until the day of birth [88]. In particular, we carefully tracked 

the date in which females became visibly pregnant, as this was very predictive of 

being in their second week of pregnancy. The combination of the predicted birth date 

based on the breeding cage set up, along with the tracked pregnancy bulge, provided 

a reliable guide to the pregnancy stage of females. When females were sufficiently 

large and between 15 and 21 days after the being paired with a male, females 

entered into the two-day preference trial assay. All pregnant females successfully 
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gave birth, and the date of birth was used to accurately determine the stage of 

pregnancy and embryo development (E1-E20) at the time of experimentation.  

Females were excluded from trials if they were no longer in estrus on their 

preference trial day, if pregnant females gave birth on their preference trial day, or if 

females were actually in their 2nd trimester during the trial period (as determined by 

the date of birth of their pups). 

 

Preference trials 

Because house mice are primarily nocturnal [89], trials occurred during their active 

dark cycle period, and all experimentation occurred between 11 AM - 2 PM to 

minimize circadian variation. All trials were performed in two trial chambers that were 

sound-proofed and fitted with security camera recording systems (iDVR-PRO CMS; 

1080p; 30 fps). PVC Trial arenas (50 cm x 50 cm) were placed into these sound-

proofed chambers. Large sheets of Whatman filter paper lined the floor of each trial to 

control the placement and presentation of social odor stimuli. The arena contained 

two opaque red plastic huts, placed in the lower left corner and the upper right corner. 

Underneath each hut 200 uL of stimulus or a control were pipetted onto the filter 

paper in small 25-50 uL droplets, to mimic the pattern of a mouse urine scent 

marking. In each trial, one hut contained a social odor stimulus (e.g. novel male urine) 

and the other contained water as a control. The location of the stimulus odor was 

randomized. Stimuli were aliquoted just prior to the start of the trial. Trials were 

performed in under mildly aversive full spectrum light to encourage investigation of 

the huts. 

The preference trial assay consisted of two days, in which the mouse was 

exposed to the same arena and the same stimuli (in the same locations) on both 
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days. The first day was a habituation trial, as mice will investigate novel environments 

and odors. The second day was the preference trial, for which approach-avoidance 

behaviors were examined. Once a mouse was trial ready (i.e., females in late 

pregnancy or in estrus), mice were transferred in a cup from their holding cage to the 

center of the arena, to reduce stressful handling. All trials were 15 minutes in 

duration. At the end of the trial, females were gently removed from the trial arena and 

returned to their home cage. Between trials, arenas and all chamber surfaces were 

cleaned thoroughly with 70% EtOH. Experimental females were used once for one 

preference trial stimulus trial series (i.e., no females were reused across reproductive 

states or stimuli).  

 

Behavioral scoring and analysis 

Behavioral trials were scored using Behavioral Observation Research Interactive 

Software (BORIS)[90]. Trials were scored blind to the stimulus presentation. The 

mouse’s movements were observed and classified as either under or above the huts 

(state events; Table S2). These classifications were further distinguished on the basis 

of whether they occurred in the front or back hut in the arena, which contained 

different stimuli (social stimuli or water control). Using the scored spatial data, similar 

to a prior study [1] preferences indices (PIs) were calculated as follows: PI = (å Time 

spent investigating stimulus - å Time spent investigating control) / (å Time spent 

investigating stimulus + å Time spent investigating control). Investigations include 

time spent underneath or on top of huts. Zero value means they spent the same 

amount of time in each hut. Positive values indicate preference for the stimulus hut 

(more time was spent in the stimulus hut), and negative values indicate avoidance for 

the stimulus hut (more time was spent in the water hut). 
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

We conducted all statistical analyses in R 3.6.0 (R Development Core Team 2019). 

We used linear modeling and paired statistical tests to examine relationships between 

dependent variables (reproductive state and social odor stimuli) and response 

variables (preference indices). Models were fitted using the package lme4 [81]. The 

lmerTest package was used to calculate degrees of freedom (Satterthwaite’s method) 

and p-values [82]. We used a type 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for overall 

effects of fixed factors or interactions in the models. Post hoc comparisons were 

conducted using the emmeans package [91]. One-sample t-tests were performed to 

examine whether experimental groups preference indices deviated significantly above 

or below zero. R script and data sheets used for all statistical analyses are provided.   
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Supplementary information 

Table S1. Estrus cycle vaginal cytology images. Vaginal swabs of females in proestrus are 
characterized by nucleated epithelial cells. Females in estrus have primarily cornified epithelial cells. As 
females enter the quiescent phase there are more leukocytes, as observed in metestrus. Females in 
diestrus have almost exclusively leukocytes. 

  

  
 

Table S2. Behavioral ethogram for scoring preference trials 
Behavior Description 

Under Hut Mouse goes under the hut and stays under it for a period of time. Behavior 
was modified based on which hut the mouse went under–front or back hut. 

Above Hut 
Mouse climbs on top of the hut and remains there for a period of time. 
Behavior was modified based on which hut the mouse was above–front or 
back hut. 

 

  

Proestrus Estrus 

Metestrus Diestrus 
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